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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JRJPhoto editor 
Anselment stresses senate 
accountability to students 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Student goverilment editor 
Student Body President Jason Anselment 
challenged Student Senate members 
Wednesday in the yearly State Of the 
University Address to think about how the 
decisions they make affect the campus and the 
future. 
In his speech, Anselment asked senate 
members to re-evaluate the decision they 
made last week to continue paying the senate 
secretary. 
Last week, senate members opposed a 
bylaw change that would prohibit the senate 
secretary from being paid. 
The current bylaws call for the senate 
secretary to be paid minimum wage for the 
work done as secretary, such as typing the 
minutes of every senate meeting and the 
agenda for the meetings. 
Anselment said he is asking fm the bylaw 
change to be resubmitted and for senate 
members to reconsider their previous vote at 
the next senate meetittg. 
In his speech, Ansehnent said "I'm asking 
for your approval of this legislation not only 
because I believe it is the right thing to do, but 
also as a message to our campus of the type of 
actions you are willing to take to better serve 
this institution." 
Jennifer Daulby, author of the bylaw 
change, said she is happy that Anselment 
wants the proposal resubmitted. 
"The procedure wasn't done the right way, 
and senate members didn't get to debate the 
issue," she said. 
' ' Eastern students need to put pressure on the senate, 
since the students will be 
the ones paying for it, and senate 
members sometimes forget that_." 
-Jason Anselment 
Student Body President 
'1 think if anyone feels something deserves 
reconsideration then the senate should take 
steps toward addressing the person's 
concern," Zilch said. 
Anselment also said he wants to challenge 
the senate members - to make Student 
Government a more effective and efficient 
system, to make the senate meetings more 
productive and to study ways to utilize the 
budget 
''I know change isn't going to be brought 
up over night, but we shouldn't forget them 
either," Anselment said. 
"Sometimes we set hi~~~• 
iii ffiC pasl. 1 C\on't tltiiik there is 1ln)'thing 
wrong with setting specific and long-term 
goals." 
In his speech, Anselment said the senate 
members won't llDSWCT to his standards, but to 
the people they represent 
''This body does its job by sticking to its 
agenda, and the press and its constituents' role 
is to hold these people accountable for 
themselves," Anselment said 
Anselment received a standing ovation 
from the senate members following the 
speech, and the senate's adviser, David 
Milberg, said this was the best address he has 
heard ever. 
Student Body President Jason Anselment tells Student Senate members they must be 
accountable for their actions in his State of the University address Wednesday evening 
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
''Eastern students need tQ put pressure on 
the senate, since the students will be the ones 
paying for it, and senate members sometimes 
forget that." 
Jeff Zilch, senate speaker, said he thinks it a 
positive step to bring the bylaw back for more 
discus~on. 
Senate member Kelly Brown said she 
thought Anselment's speech was great, and 
that it was nice to have a leader who had 
something positive to say instead of 
mentioning everything negative. 
Charleston police give students door to door safety tips 
By BRITI CARSON 
and MICHELLE MILANO 
Staff writers 
"We try to assess what the problem 
is, analyze how to reduce the problem 
and continually monitor it," Woods 
said. 
States. State police are also looking 
into a similar project. 
In an effort to prevent crimes, 
Charleston police are going door to 
door to off-campus housing to inform 
students of safety and crime problems 
that are often overlooked. 
the entire Charleston Police 
Department. The program began in 
response to President Clinton's pledge 
to put I 00,000 additional officers on 
the streets. 
Officer Jerry Woods of the 
Charleston Police Department said 
several police officers are now on 'foot 
beats' and go ·door to door to students 
and around the community giving 
safety tips and information about 
crimes. 
The police department takes the 
information they obtain from talking 
with citizens to work with city 
government to help assess where the 
major problems are occurring. 
The officers-hope the 'foot beat' will 
get more residents involved, Woods 
said. He also emphasized that students 
should not hesitate to call the police 
when they see suspicious activity. 
"Instead of getting a call the next 
day about a car damaged in the parking 
lot, we would rather get a call that says 
'hey, I see a suspicious person out here 
The Community Oriented Policing 
and Problem Solving project is a 
community-wide program involving 
Charleston implemented the 
program in July, but it is already 
successful in other areas of the United See CHARLESTON page 2 
Calendar committee working to improve next year's schedule 
By ROB STROUD 
Staff writer 
Eastern students and teachers 
will have one week to prepare 
for finals when they return from 
Thanksgiving break this sem-
ester. 
Eastern's academic calendar 
committee said planning the 
school calendar this way was 
unavoidable because of the way 
the days of the month fell this 
year, said committee chair Frank 
Hohengarten. 
Nov. l falls on a Friday this 
year. If it had fallen on a 
Thursday, Thanksgiving break 
would have been a week earlier, 
Hohengarten said. 
'.'Next year there will be two 
weeks of class between Thanks-
giving br~ak and Christmas 
break," Hohengarten said. 
Patrick Leniham, a professor 
of economics, was not troubled 
by the one week of class time 
before finals. 
"I don't worry to much about 
the calendar," he said. 
"I just try to adjust to what 
happens." 
The committee must plan 
each semester so that classes run 
15 weeks and finals run one 
week. 
Then, Hohengarten said, the 
committee works backward, 
counting days. 
It starts by looking at what 
the summer session will be like, 
he said. 
The committee controls when 
the semester starts and when it 
e nds , but it does not have 
control over the length of the 
summer semester, he said. 
The committee also considers 
the dates of major holidays and 
the date of the high school state 
track meet, which is held at 
Eastern. 
Once the committee plans a 
schedule proposal, it is sent to 
the President's Council. 
Committee member Lankford 
Walker, an associate professor 
of finance, said, "The calendar 
is ultimately determined by the 
President's Council." 
The President's Council 
recently approved the calendar 
for the 1997-98 academic year, 
See CALENDAR page 2 
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Iraqi planes flirt with 'no fly' zone 
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. 
military strikes against Iraq left 
Saddam Hussein "strategically 
worse off," President Clinton 
said Wednesday, but Iraqi forces 
still challenged American air 
patrols in the newly expanded 
"no-fly" zone over southern Iraq. 
Clinton, speaking with 
reporters in the Oval Office, 
declared a success the twin U.S. 
cruise missile strikes against 
Iraqi air defense sites this week. 
They had been sparked by 
Saddam's attacks on the Kurds in 
the north. 
"I'm satisfied this mission has 
achieved the objectives we set 
out for it," Clinton said in his 
first assessment of the U.S. 
moves, which included enlarging 
the "no fly" zone in southern 
Iraq. 
Saddam now "knows there -is a 
price to be paid for stepping over 
the line," the president said. "He 
is strategically worse off." Even 
so, Iraqi forces confronted U.S. 
flyers twice as they began their 
patrols Wednesday over the 
expanded no-fly zone for Iraqi 
aircraft that Washington unilater-
ally declared Tuesday. 
An Iraqi air defense radar site· 
illuminated an Air Force F-16 
with its signal, a potential pre-
cursor to firing a surface-to-air 
missile. The warplane responded 
by unleashing an anti-radar mis-
sile, and the site went silent, 
Defense ·Secretary William Perry 
told .reporters. 
Two Iraqi MiG-29s also appar-
ently tried to "lock on" to U.S. 
jets conducting a routine patrol, 
but turned away as they neared 
the 33rd parallel, the northern 
border of the expanded no-fly 
zone, defense officials said. 
Clinton vowed to stand tough 
against such Iraqi threats, saying, 
''We will do whatever we have to 
do in the future fo protect our 
pilots." 
RHA to discuss state conference bid 
By DEANA POOLE and JESSICA BAKER 
Slaff Wlittr~ 
The Residence Hall Association members 
tonight will discuss whether to place a bid for 
Eastern to host the Illinois Residence Association 
Conference in 1998, said RHA _President Matt 
Donoho. 
"We will introduce the idea to the group and 
see what their reactions are," Donoho said. 
The RHA wiIJ meet at 5 p.m. irt Carman Hall. 
Executive board members and advisers support 
the idea to place a bid to hold the conference, he 
said. Members will discuss the idea and vote on 
IRA '98 at a later date. 
Donoho said by hosting IRA '98, it will reflect 
positively on Eastern and show the campus' com-
mitment to work with other schools. 
"We are hoping for a big turnout," Donoho 
said.· 
"We are trying to attract more freshmen and 
sophomores by having the meeting at Carman." 
Former RHA executive board members and 
RHA members who are resident assistants at 
Carman Hall will be present at the meeting. 
''They should bring a big crowd of people to 
the meeting who are interested in RHA," Donoho 
said. 
"Hopefully people will discover RHA tonight 
and begin a regular attendance at the meetings," 
he said. 
In other RHA business, a spokesperson from 
the Health Service will talk to members about 
Alcohol Awareness Month in October. 
CHARLESTON frompageone 
and I don't think they live here,"' said.'He emphasizes that students • Outside items such ~s bikes 
Woods said. should al ways lock doors and should be chained or locked at all 
During the first couple weeks windows before they leave the times. 
of school, the police are targeting house or apartment. • Don't leave valuable items or 
off-t~tmpw students tivingtm "StudenU have-< a' habit of keys for vehicles in plain view. 
h<»>SOS•aad,'!tp1tPlmJK1~1t1>1 ~·,: neyevl.oc:iu:n~·.door&;~i,,wood-s •Go out in groups. es~ially at 
about crime and safety. said. "We take more reports in night. If someone decides to sep-
"A lot of students have never the student areas than in the com- arate from the group they should 
been away from home," \Voods munity areas. In several students tell someone where they are 
said. "We want to let them know areas I knock on a door and it going and when they will return. 
they are part of the community comes open." •When out in public, don't walk 
and should feel comfortable call- Other safety tips for students in dark areas, parking lots or 
ing the police if necessary." are: around bushes where people can 
While talking to off-campus • Take valuable items home dur- hide. 
students, officers are reminding ing breaks such as Christmas or • Neighbors can call police if a 
them to lock their doors, keep spring vacation. _ party is too loud and is disturbing 
tb~outside property locked up • Write down the serial numbers the peace. 
and keep track of visitors. of all valuable items such as • Hosts of parties should always 
Most thefts occur because peo- TVs, VCRs and stereo's so if the know the people who are coming 
pie cllJ\easily walk into unlocked stolen items are recovered, they to . their Pll:rtY to prevent things 
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JAM SESSION 
If you have a musical talent 
come on out and play!!! 
$1.50 • HEINEKEN 
GET YOUR HANDS ON THE 
[}{)@Lfjf ffi $)lf 
THING'IN TOWN! 
1415 Fourth St. 
348-0911 
Open Ham till 
after the Bars Close! 
BURRITOS AS BIG AS 
YOU.R HrEADL tn'•m1'f<UT .. f, ~ 
bu1i!di~~s :\·a~~~~! 'f'/!P~ ca~Jbe·~J~~!· • 1 ~ :''.•rJ .. · ·, ~ .. : .. freiPt'~~g·sto}e!1! "~ :: ·' ' ~·. •" 
CAtE'ND'AR fromp~geone .,~~iTffffifiTittWrfffTH 
Walkers~ Hohengarten said. 
The committee is planning to work on calen-
dars even further in ad\rance, ·so that students and 
faculty will have more time to prepare for finals. 
:·1 have some models all the way out to 2003," 
Representatives from the Faculty Senate, the 
Council of Deans, the Student Senate, the Provost 
Office and the Council of Chairs serve on the 
committee. 
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The men of Sigma Chi welcome 
our VIP guests to our annual 11White 
Cross Dinner" tonight at 
5:30 in our Gr.eek Court home. 
LXCEL~ENCE 
For Rides and Info~c.a.11 · 345"'5804 or 581-6883. 
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Students 
report 
bicycles 
stolen 
Senate discusses 
grade appeal policy 
By JENNIFER LEE 
Staff writer 
Seven bikes have been stolen 
since school began, said campus 
Police Chief Tom Larson. 
Larson said because there is a. 
market for expensive mountain 
bikes, students need to take spe· 
cial care on what type of bikes 
&hey bring to campus. 
Students should bring old1 
xpensive bikes to school so 
people will not be as tempted to 
steal them, he said. 
:Amy Plath, of 36 Ringenberg, 
reported to campus police that 
her bicycle, valued at $130, was 
stolen in August. "My room-
mate's (bike) got stolen too," 
Plath said. 
She said her bicycle was 
locked in a bike rack the week-
end that students left school for 
the summer in the spring. CHET PIOTROWSKI JRJPhoto editor 
She said since so many people An Eastern student rides through campus Wednesday afternoon. 
were leaving town for the sum-
mer, students just figured they number and color of the bike "Sometimes bikes are picked up 
would take bikes with them. along with the address and phone on one end of the campus and 
Larson said the two most com- number of owner, he said. left in the city or at the other end 
mon ways bikes get stolen are "Without the serial number it's of campus," Ealy said. 
when they are left unlocked or extremely, hard to give the bike Larson said the problem with 
when the locks are cut off. back unless it has a special bicycles being stolen is not 
Campus Police Officer Mike mark," Ealy said. "If you can't because of the lack of bike racks. 
Ealy said students can register find the serial number come in "There have been several bike 
th~ir bikes with tqe camp.us .be~~q,j:3j}f11d 11:30 p.m. and lacks added over the last counle 
dilici: .de artment free 'bf ~iftt..I ~ 'lll"me~ ~n ver and ut a 1 nf e '',''be'safd~ · ., r ... r " .• ~ i>Ytllimg~dt ?i'foffit"'-~~--markon~~-·----·-e!- - .... ~e~~1:-·p1~t1i·r hdr~hef roo~- • 
Information on the form Ealy said many times the mate's bicycle have been recov-
includes make and model, serial stolen bikes are recovered. ered. 
By REAGAN BRANHAM 
News editor 
The Student Senate next week 
will vote whether to recommend 
a change to the current grade 
appeal policy, which is regulated 
by the Council of Academic 
Affairs. 
William Addison, chair of the 
grade appeals pol~cy subcommit· 
tee, Wednesday night gave a 20 
minute presentation to senate 
members about the proposal. 
The change. that caught the 
most opposition from the SC.aate 
was the possibility of elimifuifing 
the student vice president for aca-
demic affairs from the Depart· 
ment Grade Appeals Committee. 
The current process allows 
Kim Harris, the current studept 
vice president for academic 
affairs, to walk students through 
the grade appeal process and give 
advice to the committee making 
the decision on the appeal. 
The new pri;iposal calls f,or a 
pool of students who would be 
qualified to give advice on the 
grade appeal process. 
Harris said the proposal may 
be unfair for students appealing a 
grade if the student from the pool 
of names is not familiar with the 
process. 
"The, more people you draw 
into the process the more confus-
ing it become~· Harris said. 
Student Vice President for 
Public Affairs Brian Anderson 
agreed Harris should take care of 
grade appeals because that is the 
main focusi of her pdsitmn; • 
"'We nave oner persotVWh«f·ilP 
well versed in the policies and 
with tf\e new policy, they are just 
going to pull someone out (of a 
pool of names)," Anderson said. 
Harris also said the confiden-
tiality of grade appeals may be 
lost if more students were 
brought into the process. 
No one besides the student, the 
grade appeals committee and the 
student vice president for aca-
demic affairs is supposed to-know 
details of the grade appeal. 
Moran Beasley, a junior history 
major, spoke in favor of the pro-
cess change during the meeting. 
"It seems to me ilS if..pte,y are 
tryt,~lq; fiiike ii ~iel fat J,tJ 
aerttS.-v. h:C ~a.1d. · -· 
Other proposed changes in the 
grade appeal process are shorten· 
ing the time students have to 
appeal from four weeks in the 
following semester to three and 
changing the make-up of the 
appeals committee. 
Currently the appeals commit-
tee is made up of faculty in the 
same depart:I))~nt as the pr_ ofeis~or fiJyojy~;.in tl1~'.8f?~ ;ippe~! · ' 
The propose'd cllange would 
have the committee members be 
from the same ·college, but not the 
same department as the involved 
professor. 
Harris said the proposal would 
help professors feel more com-
fortable judging each other, and 
may give students a better oppor-
tunity to voice their complaint 
In other senate business: 
• The senate is accepting 
applications for four at-luge and 
one on-campus seats that are 
open. 
The ·apjjlicatibn• should b~ 
turhed ro. tht~Btudent.Govetn1nent • 
Office in the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union by Friday. 
Senate to publish updated Student Government brochure 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Student government editor 
After working on it for two 
yelµ"s, the Student Government 
brochure has finally been updated 
to fit the current descriptions of its 
brjnches, senate co~~s •. and 
student fa cult}' boards and 'coon~ 
cils, said Student Body President 
Jason Anslement. 
The brochure hasn't been updat-
ed since the reconstruction of the 
Student Senate executive positions 
in 1994,-Anselment said. 
'"l\vo years ago, the senate exec-
utive board was made up of the 
president, an executive vice presi-
de~t, chief of staff, vice president 
fpt financial affairs, and a Boittd of 
Ut>verooB _~tati~.'' ~ said. 
Anselment said the board was 
changed so the vice presidents 
would have additional responsibili-
ties. 
The brochure defines the execu-
tive officers' positions and job 
tasks and lists the functions of the 
different Student Government 
brochures, but hopefully the-color 
will make them look professional." 
He said the senate will spend 
between $100 to $200 to print the 
brochures. 
committees. "I hope we won't spend over 
"I'm still checking out the prices that amount," Anselrnent said. 
tQ see how muc~ jt will ~.o.st to · ''There will probably ~- ~ i;esolu.· 
print the brochures in color;" tion at the next senate mee,ting to 
Anselment said. allocate money for the brochures. 
"In the past we have just used ''There has always been money 
black and white copies of the in the budget to _print the 
brochures, but we just haven't used 
the money since it hasn't been 
revised until now." 
The brochures should be 
returned from the printers in about 
two weeks. 
Anselment said the brochure 
will ~ used through~ut the year. 
"We will use the brochure at 
~n -hou~ tl>c-;tlr&ire~6tll4SeQC.f'• 
to see how the Student 
Government is set up," he said 
HIGH FIDELITY ....... .. 
STEREO 
• 
. 
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Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Voters need to know 
more before altering 
form of government 
In a time of presidential campaigns and promis-
es, local voters now have to learn how a Charleston 
[
ity manager could benefit the community. 
Th~~~Ie~t-6n' ~ty.tt:~uhcil Tuesday night 
oted in favor of placing a referendum on lhe 
November general election that gives voters the 
choice to establish a city manager position. 
For the city council, the decision to place the ref-
erendum on the ballot was 
easy. This type of change Edi tori al in government obviously 
should be handed to the 
people for a vote. 
However, for the voters, it will be a difficult 
decision to make. Eastern snidents and Charleston 
residents need to learn all the positive and negative 
Media gives Moseley-Braun negative review 
Why is Sen. Moseley-Braun 
(D-IL) getting continuous nega-
tive coverage since her return 
from Nigeria? Was her visit so 
repulsive that it warrants so much 
debate in the media and within the 
Democratic Party? 
I wonder why! 
Rep. Bill Richardson (D-NM) OLATOYE BAIYEWU 
·has visited Burma, Cuba and Regular columnist 
North Korea a number of times 
during the past 12 months. These 
·nations have been accused of -----~ 
human rights abuses, dictatorial rule and other practices that 
run counter to American beliefs. 
During the Reagan administration, Chester Crocker, an 
African Specialist at the State Department put forward the 
idea of 'constructive engagement' vis a vis South Africa, 
just after Carter's doctrine of 'disinvestment.' Behold, 
apartheid eventually gave way to democratic rule. We must 
engage the present rulers in Nigeria in dialogue even if they 
deny democratic rights and the rule of law to their citizens. 
The press and the other critics of Moseley-Braun should 
look again on the issue of Nigeria. When the 
Commonwealth Conference suspended Nigeria from its 
membership late last year, calls were made for sanctions and 
other punitive measures against her. Western European gov-
ernments, the United Nations and even the U.S. 
Government refused to embargo Nigeria's oil. Is human 
rights only 'valued' for an end to a political means? 
What has been embargoed? Only travel to these countries 
by members of the military government and their cohorts. 
Amnesty International and other private human rights 
organizations may be calling for tougher sanctions against 
Nigeria. (bis will-l<f' prod ~!C rep.!\lllf Uif1oa. ~ 
not 'purstied. ; 
Diplomacy is the tool governments use for achieving their 
foreign policy objectives. These foreign policy objectives 
advance the national interest. What would happen if the 
United States embargo Nigeria's oil? Nigeria supplies one-
fifth of America's daily oil consumption. 
Why pick on Moseley-Braun? Oil companies like 
Chevron, Texaco, Shell and Mobil are not sanctioned or 
"Was her visit -
(to Nigeria) so 
repulsive that it 
warrants so 
much debate in 
he d . ? " t me ia .... 
picketed. Why? Is this an over-
sight? Is it because they provide 
largess to these companies? Or 
could it be because this will affect 
America's productive capacity? 
The press and political opera-
tives must not hoodwink: the pe<r 
ple. A few years ago, Algeria 
elected a democratic parliament. 
The election was canceled 
because Islamic parties won the 
majority. We cannot have it both 
,. ways. 
M.K.O. Abiola, presumed winner of the Nigerian election 
and chairman and managing director for International 
Telephone and Telegraph, represented ITT in Africa and the 
Middle East prior that election. Are we to accept the protec-
tion of ITI's investments and not the human rights of 
Nigerians?, 
We are either for democratic principles or we are not. The 
aftermath of the canceled Algerian election is civil war, and 
the deaths of more than 50,000 Algerians and foreigners. 
The denial of democratic principles in Algeria rang from 
Paris to Washington and other Western capitals. 
We hear about the deaths and assassinations of French 
clergy and moderate Algeriaiis who support the principle of 
participatory democracy. These activists have argued and 
promoted the ideals of democracy which unfortunately was 
denied after the result of the free and fair elections observed 
by representatives of democracy groups and the United 
Nations. 
Islam was used as a basis for denying this participatory 
vote. It was President F.D. Roosevelt who said "there is 
nothing to fear but fear itself," the press and policy makers 
~11~ rak,..;-~ ~fle4~4f ideals and beliefs. 
?fhe migtftke hfuite-f,y M'l!!cl,ey,,Braun if> oot ~nfprming 1'er 
staff and the administration. She should make amends to the 
State Department, her staff, her constituency and the 
American people. Taking a belligerent stand will only hurt 
her political future and she must understand this. 
-Olatoye Baiyewu is a guest columnist for The Daily 
Eastern News. -
ppects of !.IA'l~~920 ~tWl\~\Offi~Y,_F.flt)'ti, • r 1 
v~. 
~e lifhe lhfe liaS f>eet'l ~r. aiianow V'biets·have 
about f>O days to decide if this new position is need-
ed. Many questions need to be answered before 
casting such am important vote. 
.I :1ol! zi :J:ill I 
Mayor Dan Cougill said a city manager would 
be responsible for daily affairs of the city. The city 
council and mayor would simply vote on policy 
and set goals and objectives for the community. 
Is Charleston a big enough community to require 
a position solely responsible for day-to-day activi-
ty? Charleston has qperated under the same form of 
government for years, and voters need to find out if 
the ~ition will benefit the city enough to justify 
~Qi-~h:~:JOb; 
People will also need to understand the role of 
the city council if a city manager is hired. Will 
commissioners continue to hold as much represen-
tative power? 
Would a new city manager take over the respon- Limiting cigarette ads 
sibilities of liquor commissioner? Cougill said it is • 
still uncertain who would oversee liquor regula- proves U.S. president 
;~·•w ... ~  :Wina· ()V,e~$t~p_s. •utbority ~~~ ~~,_~. Deat¢iiQF:: ·~· .. .,. .. _ ... . •~ ~ . . . ~al res- 1 read.Mt. Reiter•s response to the 
taents aittl stuaents. The- homework has been Aug. 30 column, "Limiting cigarette 
assigned and it's due in two months. ads violates free speech." Frankly, 
Volunteers need to begin educating voters on the R.eiter's respo~se missed the m~k. 
new position. And voters need to study their notes First of ~l, Reiter asserts that ~cle 
and_ ~d out. all ~ truths about a _new city manager ~!;~0:ie 8riJ~r~g~i'u~a~ ·~~~r~ 
·posttlon. This assignment could either cause a com- state commerce." This is true in a 
munity to fall or flourish - and it's all in the hands sense. But what that paragraph actual-
of the people. ly says is "Congress shall have the 
power to regulate commerce with for-
' 'today's quote 
Obviously, a man's judgment cannot 
be better than the information on 
which he 'has based it. 
-Arthur Hays Sulzberger 
eign nations, and among the several 
States, and with the Indian Tribes." 
Nowhere in this paragraph does it 
mention . that Congress has the power 
to regulate individual companies or 
industries; it simply states that it shall 
regulate how states conduct com-
merce with each other. This was pro-
vided as a tool t() prevent the states 
from enacting tariffs and other trade 
barriers against each other, not as a 
rn_eans to ·rorllid Mariboro·rrom -Spc;ri;-
your turn 
soring Roger Penske's Formula I 
Racing Team. 
in the •egal sense I am forced to 
c~nCede Reiter is right to assume that 
Congress has the power to ban the 
Marlboro Man from billboards near 
elementary schools, since the 
Supreme Court agrees. (The shrinking 
level of a doctoral thesis, and thus it 
would be folly to attempt a detailed 
discussion on that topic within the 
limited confines of this letter.) But 
more fundamental than the semantics 
debate is the discussion of who, if 
anyone, is empowered to regulate 
interstate commerce. Reiter states that 
the Constitution allegedly empowers 
congress to carry out said regulation. 
He did not, however, say anything 
about the president's power to regu-
late commerce - and rightfully so, 
since there is no provision in Article 
II that could possibly be construed to 
.&iv~ the ,presi~ot this authority. Yet 
we. find that it is the presi~ent. via 
'lie&ltive 'Order, who is attempting to 
' 
regulate the tobacco industry, not 
Congress. As a political science gra<f. 
uate, Reiter should have known and 
commented on the fact that this is a 
clear violation of the separation of 
powers, provided that Congress or not 
Congress has that right, it should be 
clear in this case that the president has 
overstepped his constitutional authori-
ty. 
Brian Patrick 
political science undergraduate 
Letter pollcy 
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concernin1 
local, state, national or international 
issues. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed, 
the name of the author, the author's 
address, telephone number, year in 
school and current major must be 
included. If necessary, letters will be 
edited according to length and space 
at the discretion of the editorial page 
edi~qr or editor in chief. 
The Dally Eastern News 
Tarble offering 
international 
art workshops 
By THERESA GAVUN 
Activities editor 
Tarble Arts Center is offering 
art classes that emphasize 
international art to faculty and 
students this semester. 
"We're trying to make more 
different things available and 
offering more multicultural type 
classes," said Kit Morice, cura-
tor of education at Tarble. 
The workshops for the fall 
semester will include: 
• The Latin American Arts 
Experience, which runs Oct. 13 
and 20. Participants will create 
two art forms based on Latin 
American designs. 
The first form is jewehy with 
clay beads and medallions 
inspired ~ Mexican sun motifs 
and the second form is Ocarinas, 
which are clay whistles made in 
the forms of animals. 
Participants also will be intro-
duced to Latin American music 
while they work: This will be 
JjreSl!nted il1 ful\jWtcl:iOO with-an 
art display from Latin America, 
Morice said. 
The workshop is $30 for 
members and $36 for non-mem-
bers. Registration deadline is-
Oct. 4. 
•'The Mexican Tm Ornament 
Workshop, which runs Nov. 5. 
Paq.icipants will learn how to 
design ornaments based upon a 
form of popular Mexican art. 
The workshop is $30 for 
members and $36 for non-mem-
bers and the registration dead-
line is Nov. 1. 
In the Handmade Christmas 
Card Workshop, which runs 
Nov. 12 and 19. Participants will 
learn how to make paper and 
block print. 
.------, 
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Renovations on hold 
until funding approved 
By DAN KARNES 
Staff writer 
Booth Library renovations are 
on hold until funding is approved 
by the Illinois General Assembly. 
"We are waiting to see how 
much money we are going to get 
before we can_ start to move on 
this," said Allen Lanham, dean of 
Booth Library. 
'There is a bill that we hope the 
General Assembly will act on in 
the fall session to increase the state 
bonded indebtedness so that funds 
would be available to begin the 
project at Booth Library," Eastern 
lobbyist Chris Merrifield said. 
Pending approval, the move 
would provide $1 million for 
library renovations. Eastern would 
then ask the state to allocate an 
additional $15.3 million. 
"H the General Assembly fails 
to act during the fall session, it 
would be legislation to be consid-
ered by the 90th General 
Assembly in January," Merrifield 
said. "Until that takes place, the 
money is not available." 
!he General Assembly will 
meet for three days in November 
and three days in December, so 
time is limited, Merrifield said. 
"But it is a high priority issue 
for all state agencies and universi-
ties and community colleges," he 
said. 
Renovations will begin when 
the Capital Development Board, 
which oversees state building reno-
vations, is told if the $1 million in 
funding from the state legislature is 
approv~d. Work could start as 
early as November, Lanham said. 
Lanham said that the library 
needs to expand the area to 20,000 
square feet, but he is hoping for 
more expansion with the $15.3 
million. 
The budget request is part of the 
planning initiative introduced by 
Eastern President David Jorns in 
1993. 
Substance free housing: 
cleaner, less distractions 
COLLEGE PARK, Md (AP)- Places like the sixth floor of Denton Hall 
at the University of Maryland are redefining what it means to have a good 
tin1e at college these days: It's a no-smoking, no-drinking, no-drugs zone. 
In fact. although the College Park campus has something of a reputation 
as a party school, there's a waiting list of students who want to get into the 
university's "substance-free housing." Some students say they just want to 
avoid temptation. Most, however, say it's just quieter and has fewer distrac-
tions. 
"People don't come back from the bars and throw up on the floor like in 
other dorms," said J.R Rosenberg, a 19-year-old sophomore from Potomac 
who1lives..on.Deoton'a sixth µoor.J~~~~~~ us was really 
disgustin!J\ Alx>ut J~nts.of ~,.000 peoJ?le In.~us housing at 
College Park picked substance-free hdusmg this year, signing contracts 
agreeing not to bring alcohol or tobacco into their rooms. (Drugs are 
banned in all dorms already.) Some entire buildings on campus are sub-
stance-free, while some floors in otherwise unrestricted dorms allow no 
alcohol or cigarettes. 
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BUY ANY 16" PIZZA AND GET A 12" 
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$125aottles ~ Cocktails 
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Leaders begin battle 
to regain majority 
CHICAGO (AP) - Confessing 
they got caught napping two 
years ago, Illinois labor leaders 
opened their state convention 
Wednesday by pledging an all-
out drive to end Republican dom-
ination in Springfield and in 
Washington. 
"We've got 1.5 million mem-
bers of the AFL-CIO in the State 
of Illinois alone, and all we have 
to do is go out and motivate 
another 20 percent of those who 
didn't vote last time and we 
change many, many elections," 
Illinois AFL-CIO President Don 
Johnson said. "You shift 2,000 
votes in this state and Mike 
Madigan still controls the House 
of Representatives." 
In phrases ringing with mili-
tant spirit, one speaker after 
another urged the 800 delegates 
from dozens of AFL-CIO unions 
attending the three-day conven-
tion to work to get back the leg-
islative. majorities lost in the 
1994 Republican landslide. 
Lacking .from the pep ritllY 
atm0S):ib&erttnlt1Jlfrl Mii>any · fus-
pense over the labor federatidn's 
endorsement. In the heavily spot-
lighted race for the seat of retir-
ing U.S. Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., 
the AFL-CIO broke with custom 
and gave its blessing· to U.S. Rep. 
Dick Durbin, D-Ul., even before 
the primary. 
Tho emphasis was entirely on 
getting out an overwhelming 
Democratic vote. 
To motivate union voters, 
labor groups are mailing thou-
sands of sharp-edged fliers that 
spotlight the legislative records 
of incumbents. They also are 
increasing their 1994 level of $4 
million in contributions to leg-
islative candidates by 20 percent 
.to 25 percent, Johnson said. 
But the main difference may 
be that unions are no longer com-
placent after 1994 elections in 
which Republicans wrested con-
trol of the Illinois House from 
Democrats who, headed by .Rep. 
~ichael ~n. Chic, u 
tiad for decade~ been staunch 
labor allies. 
Congress closing early 
to focus on campaigns 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Eager 
to ship their candidates home to 
defend Republican congressional 
majorities, GOP leaders decided 
Wednesday to drop any plans for 
an~tr-sc n~ut bill. 
Th~y tna1'J'ed a· cllrt'ailed age.nda 
that could let Congress adjourn for 
the year by late September. 
With lawmakers back at work 
after a month of political conven-
tions and vacations, the announce-
ment signaled that top 
Republicans saw little gain - for 
their own candidates or GOP pres-
idential contender Bob Dole - in 
forcing a long series of high-pro-
file veto battles with President 
Clinton. 
Instead, they believe it best to 
have lawmakers stumping at 
l:!ome~ where the pamp~n _cas 
~ ... ~Jil'i:o.t lx:al moe1' ' 
Democrats would like to make 
the contests a referendum on 
unpopular House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich, R-Ga. 
"It's important we have the 
opportunity to go back and get 
engaged in debate back home, and 
not here," said Sen. Connie Mack, 
R-Fla., a member of the Senate 
GOP leadership. 
To achieve their goal, leaders 
want Congress to complete the 12 
remaining spending bills for the 
upcoming fiscal year, tackle a few 
other issues, and leave. 
"I'm going to be one-dimen-
sional here" and focus on spend-
ing bills, Senate Majority Leader 
Trent Lott, R-Miss., told reporters. 
Democrats, eager to deflate the 
tax-cut drive that has become the 
heart of Dole's presidential cam-
e_aign, ~pressed little d}ipleasure 
lhat t1tere.'7oxtltl t>e rfo c;,ongres~ 
sional fight over lowering levies. 
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One Hit Wonder 10 ·close 
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interactive Trivia 
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E d gar, Illinois Sierra Club wants end to reservoir 
reinforce GOP 
unity message 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) -
Gov. Jim Edgar, this state's 
biggest Bob Dole backer, 
inforced the Republican 
unity message Wednesday, 
saying Dole's Illinois leader-
ship team includes all of the 
state's top elected officials. 
"Illinois Republicans are 
100 percent behind Bob Dole 
and Jack Kemp, from top to 
bottom, and there will be a 
100 percent campaign effort 
in our state that will result in 
a victory in November.'' 
Edgar said. 
Co-chairs of the Bob Dole-
Jack Kemp Illinois campaign 
include Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra, 
Attorney General Jim Ryan, 
Comptroller Loleta Didrick-
son and House Speaker Lee 
Daniels, R-Elmhurst. They 
held those posts in the March 
primary campaign. 
Joining the team are 
Secretary · of State George 
Ryan, State Treasurer Judy 
Baar Topinka and Senate 
President James "Pate" 
Philip, R-Wood Dale. 
Named as vice chairs were 
all Illinois Republican con-
gressmen, U.S.-Senate candi-
date Al Salvi, national com-
mitteewoman Mary Jo Arndt 
and national committeeman 
Bob Kjellander. 
State Republican Party 
Chairman Harold Smith has 
been named Illinois Victory 
'96 chairman. 
ill•~I I 
MARION, Ill. (AP) - Four 
years after they convinced a fed-
eraljudge to .delay construction of 
a 1,200-acre reservoir near 
Marion, opppnents of the project 
are heading back to court to try 
again. 
Laurel Toussaint, chairwoman 
of the Sierra Club ' s Shawnee 
Group, said Wednesday a lawsuit 
would be filed "imminently" after 
the Army Corps of Engineers 
gave Marion a building permit 
July 30. · 
A draft copy of the suit accuses 
the Corps of failing to properly 
consider other alternatives for 
Marion's water supply. The city 
also was named in the lawsuit · 
"Our nation's environmental 
laws exist to prevent this type of 
unnecessary destruction of unique 
resources," Toussaint said. 
A news release fro11t1-the Sierra 
Club said the suit was to have 
been filed Wednesday, but clerks 
at the federal courts in Benton and 
East St. Louis said they h:ad.not 
received it. 
Toussaint and seven other indi-
viduals are named as plaintiffs in 
the action; The suit says five of 
them own property that would be 
flooded if the $11. 7 million pro-
ject proceeds. 
The lake's opponents hope for a 
repeat of 1992, when a similar 
lawsuit convinced a judge to 
throw out the permit because it 
did not adequately examine the · 
environmental consequences. 
The ruling forced the Corps to 
spend several years preparing an 
environmental stu9y. Corps 
spokesman Ken Crawford i.n 
Louisville, Ky., said his agency 
stands by the permit it issued in 
July. 
"We believe that we did an ade-
quate review and evaluation of all 
the alternatives/' Crawford said. 
The lake would be formed by 
damming Sugar Creek, which 
environmental activists say is one 
of the l.ast, free-flowing, high-
quality steams left in Southern 
Illinois. 
They also say the reservoir on 
the Williamson-Johnson county 
line would jeopardize the Indiana 
bat, which is. on the federal endan-
gered species list, and two species 
on the state's endangered list; the 
leastbrook lamprey, which resem-
bles. an eel, and the Indiana craw-
fish. 
Marion officials say they need 
the reservoir to meet their grow-
ing water needs. The city has been 
looking for a new water sow-ce 
since the mid- l 980s. 
Construct~on could start this 
fall. 
Bill Simmons, one of the 
landowners who joined the law-
suit, · said he'll lose one-third of 
his 5G-acre farm if the lake is 
built. 
"I figure it's a good lawsuit 
because we've always said all 
along that they didn't do the envi-
ronmental impact statement 
right," Simmons said. 
Marion Mayor Robert Butler 
did not return a telephone call 
Wednesday. 
Gambling may be linked to genes 
CHICAGO (AP) - Compulsive gambling may be 
a genetic illness much like other addictions such as 
alcoholism, two California researchers say. 
More than 50 percent of 171 problem gamblers 
studied carried a variant gene linked to other addic-
tions, compared to 26 percent of non-gamblers, the 
researchers said Tuesday at the National Council on 
Problem Gambling conference. 
The inherited gene is a variant of a gene called the 
dopamine D2 receptor. Dopamine is a chemical 
messenger in the brain thought to play a role in feel-
ings of reward and pleasure. 
PcroRle with the variant g~e tend to stimulate 
their brains' pleasure pathways in unhealthy ways, 
said Dr. David E. Comings, a physician at City of 
Hope Medical Center in Duarte, Calif., who led the 
study. 
"We can become addicted to that pleasure," he 
said. 
Compulsive gamblers react to gambling different-
ly from other peop!e, said co-author Richard 
Rosenthal of the psychiatry department at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. 
"The sweaty palms, the rapid heartbeat, the 
queasy feeling in the stomach - there's a physiologi-
cal respon~;· Ro$Cntl;\al ~. 
Workers discover 88 sets of llliniwek tribe remains 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Museum work-
ers pored over old records and searched dusty 
rooms to comply with a federal order to connt 
American Indian remains held by the state of 
Illinois. 
was conducted because of NAGPRA, the fed-
eral Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act. The goal was to find out 
what remains and artifacts are being held by 
the government and then return them to the 
appropriate tribes. 
<if: Oklahoma, so the Peoria probably will 
claim the skeletons and work with the state to 
rebury mem. 
But 98 percent of the remains are older, 
some up to 8,000 years old. They cannot be 
linked to modem-day tribes. Federal regula-
tions do not .. tlpell out what should be done 
with "culturally unaffiliated" remains and the 
artifacts that were found with them. 
The total: .5,827. 
That answer, however, just raises more 
questions - the biggest being: What should 
happen to all those skeletons? The inventory 
For instance, the inventory found 88 sets of 
remains from the Illinois; or Illiniwek, tribe. 
Their modem descendants are the Peoria Tribe 
The Dally Eastern News 
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By Maggie Bieritz 
Features editor 
Photos by Seth Berry 
Photo, top: 
Clint Vrona and Jen Corrington work the crowd in a 
· -"Hello Dali" ~rformance last year. 
Photo, .above: 
Jen Corrington, Tracy Phelps, Matt Fear, Chris 
Pomeroy and Clint Vrona go for laughs at 8osie s. 
Photo; right: 
Members of "Hello Dali," clockwise: Eric Foote, 
Bobby Ladewig, Tracy Phelps. Ka.te Slovinski, Matt 
Fear, Jeremy Seymour ("Dali" alum), Lisa DiGangi 
and Jen Corrington. 
Photos by Seth JJerry 
Logo courtesy of "Hello Dali" 
pclose The Dally Eastern News 
I t' s Thursday night. You've just watched yet another rerun of "Friends," and you're looking frantically for something you haven't seen 
before. The answer? "Hello Dali," the improvisation-
al theater troupe that never does the same show 
twice. This is entertainment so innovative, the play-
ers haven't seen it before, either. 
roupe. 
ere we'll I 
known to sha 
quad, at benefit 
love taking the 
road." 
fea:r said the troupe has played 
everywhere from Bagelfest t~ 
circus wagon, and eve ~ 
be.t"'.eeu. ~' • 
Members enjQy. ti 
''Hello D~' call m~.-•a-=" 
place ro place, tJMffh'-·FaN• 
Jen Corrington, senior theafer· 
arts ~ajor and two-year Dali 
member, agree that their 
Charleston audience adds to 
their enjoyment. "It is such a 
good feeling to do a show 
and see people who've 
been there before," 
Corrington said. 
"When people come 
back a second or 
third time we 
know we've 
beep able 
to make 
them 
cial." 
"Plus, it teaches you how to lie 
really w~ll." Fear said. 
Corrington said doing· 
" ' ~ ' 
different type of acting skill than 
doing scripted theater. 
"It comes from a different part 
the actor," she said. "We never 
arse the things we do." The 
s.t:;zmi8earsal time to 
.. 
skills. They 
• ideas from 
the audience 
formance is 
eater arts 
nior, phi-
' ' ' ' ' ' 
; sopho-
obby • 
blit~ 
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.S bombs hit Iraqi radar Attack pushes 
GHDAD, Iraq <AP) - Anti- no-fly zones ft fire lighted the .skies of 
late Wednesday after the f h h 
. . S~tes fired a new round of a rt er n 0 rt 
iles into southern Iraq and 
yed an Iraqi radar site ~at 
preparing to attack an 
'can F-16 fighter jet 
tonations reverberated 
out the capital for 15 min-
and air-raid sirens blared as 
tnti-aircraft batteries fired. 
It was not clear if the gunners 
« even had, specific targets, or 
er the barrage was a govern-
t attempt to make Baghdad's 
' nts feel under siege. 
ashington insisted there had 
no American, allied or other 
• 'tary operations in the area, 
gh a Iraqi military statement 
used the United States of 
. g Baghdad directly. 
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) -
Saddam Hussein'.s army 
attacked the Kurds in northern 
Iraq. So why did the United 
Government-inspired anti- States respond with :missiles 
American protests were reported in and an expanded !l,~:-flY zone 
Babil and another town south of hundreds cif miles a\\!ay -in the 
Baghdad following a third round of south? . 
U.S. missile attacks on Wednesday In choosing a target, the 
and patrols of the newly expanded Americans opted for Iraqi air 
no-fly zone. defense systems in the south for 
"Iraqi willpower will not be at least three apparent reasons. 
defeated by the tyrants, no matter Reason No. 1: Quite simply, 
how far they go in their hateful the Americans consider south-
sins, malice and aggression," said ern Iraq more important than 
an Iraqi military communique. the north. Iraq's southern 
''The criminal Clinton is riding for neighbors, Saudi Arabia and 
a fall into the abyss of vice." But Kuwait, are major oil producers 
9 
Better Ingredients. Better Pizza .. 
r----------------------, 
: 1 Large · :. 
: 2 Topping Pizza : 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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348-8282 
•rhe malicious American 
y ... sent his missiles aiming 
President Clinton, in his first pub- with staunchly pro-American r- - - - - C 0 U P 0 N - - - - , ~~~~~e~~m.;:~.~~~~e~~s~i~as~ =~t~~~na~!~t:t ~~~~!:;or tough '1 Ju Mp I NTO FALL s p E ~I AL! I teveral military positions and at 
vily populated civilian sites," 
uding Baghdad, the Iraqi state-
t said. Iraq's "sons confronted 
missiles with efficiency and 
· 'ty and downed a high per-
eofthem." 
tern, called the operation a success The Americans blasted Iraqi 
and said Saddam was now "strate- air defense systems in the south I $ 2 5 I 
gically worse off." The U.S. strikes and pushed a southern no-fly 
were ordered in response to zone from the 32nd parallel to C OFF! .. ·_~r 
Saddam's weekend assault on the 33rd parallel, a line that O 'J 
Kurdish rebels. . ~:~~a~~~Y 30 miles south of U First Jump Course 0. 
sraeli P~ime Minister accepts 
rafat as a peace partner 
As a result, it will be more P A h Sk di I C t 
difficult for Saddam to mobilize Q rC W8Y Y V ng en re 
his army and send it south to N City Airport• Vandalia, IL 
threaten Kuwait or Saudi W f C 
Arabia, two countries that can't 60 Miles est 0 ampus 
match Iraq's military might. I Exit 61 on I-70 
c 
0 
u 
p 
0 
N 
I 
I BREZ CROSSING, Gaza Strip (AP) - Formally accepting Lfasser Arafat as a peace part-
ner, Prime Minister Benjamin 
etanyahu met today for the 
st time with- the Palestinian 
ader he had· long shunned and 
viled as a terrorist. 
The, two lea4~ eoterec.l th~ 
eethlw> TUCJm1 p 1 y. 
anked by aides, a grim-faced 
etanyahu buttoned his jacket 
nd reached across a table to 
riefly grasp the hand of 
rafat, dressed in his usual 
lack-and-white checkered 
address and olive military-
le outfit. 
After meeting for more than 
urricane Fran 
earing into coast 
BEAUFORT, S.C. (AP) -
uth .Carolina's governor called 
ut the National Guard and 
dered a half-million people 
vacuated from the coast 
ednesday as Hurricane Fran 
wirled towanl land with 115 mph 
· nds on a path alarmingly similar 
Hugo's seven years ago. 
"Fran is a large and brutal 
tonn, and she is not to be trifled 
'th in any shape, way, fashion or 
,"Gov. David Beasley said. 
Tbe storm is most likely to hit 
and Thursday night north of 
harleston, the National 
urricane Center said. That's 
here Hurricane Hugo, packing 
40 mph winds, came ashore with 
· tating effect in 1989. 
'1've ridden them all out, but 
m debating whether to go this 
· e," 76-year-old Joe Lipsitz 
'd as he stood outside his store 
Beaufort, about 70 miles south 
f Charleston. His son, Neil, 
n't hesitating. 
''This one I'm getting out, after 
eing what Hugo did to 
leston," he said. 
Hugo caused almost $8 billion 
damage and kijled 35 people as 
tore through the Caribbean and 
p the East Coast. Most of the 
ge was in South Carolina. 
an hour, Netanyahu said he was 
committed to carrying out 
peace agreements Arafat had 
signed with lsrael•s previous 
dovish government. 
"We have to take into 
account the needs and require-
ments of both sides," 
~etanyahu said, stan<ling Jl~Jf.1 
to •the P11Iestiman h:aden Ht: 
~aid the objective of the talks 
was to assure "security and well 
l)eing o.f Israelis and 
Palestinians alike." Arafat also 
expressed his readiness to move 
forward. "We and Mr. 
Netanyahu and his government 
can work together to advance 
the peace of the brave," he said. 
At 5 p.m., Fran was centered 
410 miles southeast of Charleston, 
wobbling northwest at 12 mph. 
with hurricane-force wind - 74 
mph or higher - extending 145 
miles out. A hurricane warning 
was posted from· north. of 
Brµnswick, Ga , to just north of 
Cape Lookout, N.C. 
Fran was about as large as' 
Hugo and had the potential to 
become just as strong as it passed 
over warm water, ·the National 
Hurricane Center said. 
'"I do believe this one is going 
to get us, that's the way it's head-
.ing," said John Gallop, dockmas-
ter at Beaufort's marina, where 
lv'orkers boarded up windows. 
I In addition to announcing a 
~andatory evacuation of the 
South Carolina coast, Beasley 
declared a state of emergency and 
activated the :National Guard. 
Guardsmen took up positions 
directing traffic, and at least 1,000 
were arriving in the coastal towns. 
In Charleston, a sign on one 
restaurant read "Scram Fran" and 
ooat owners scrambled to get their 
craft out of the water or to tie 
them down. 
is ~~~~~l~~- ~~s~.0C::::C: :J.~~· I _ (618)283-4978 • 1-800-283-JUMP 
strike there would have been L Does Not Apply to Group ~ates or Tandem Jumps •Expires 10/31196 .J 
filledwithrisk. - - - -C 0 UPON- - - -Northern Iraq is even more 
volatile thanks to periodic 
attacks by Turkey, which pur-
sues its own rebellious Kurds 
w.h.e.n they rclrr111 into J.Jle 
l'li-!'fed tnountains ·acnwir:the 
border. 
Reason No. 3: U.S. relations 
with Turkey, a key NATO ally 
that borders northern Iraq, are 
sensitive at the moment. The 
new Turkish prime minister is 
an Islamic conservative, and the 
United States doesn't want to 
risk pushing him away from the 
West. 
TWA London 
bomb theory 
·ruled unlikely 
LONDON (AP) - A highly 
respected military magazine "has 
concluded that TWA Flight 800 
probably was not hit by a missile, 
casting doubt on one of investiga-
tors' leading theories for the 
crash. 
In a report in the October issue, 
Jane's Intelligence Review said a 
missile was capable of striking 
the Boeing 747, which was flying 
at 13,700 feet when it exploded 
and crashed into the ocean off 
New York on July 17, killing all 
230 people on board. But the mil-
itary publisher concl).ldes the sce-
nario is all but impossible. 
For one thing, many of the air-
craft struck by such missiles land 
safely and return to flying condi-
tion the same day, Jane's said. 
The British publication is 
internationally recognized as an 
authority on military equipment 
used by fighting forces around 
the world. 
In the 1973 Middle East war, 
only seven of the 35 Israeli mili-
tary aircraft hit by Soviet-made 
SA-7 missiles fired by trained 
soldiers suffered catastrophic 
damage. 
Say It wtfh Ro.ea ••• 
SPECIAL PRI.--..-..-. 
R 
on beautiful 
long stemmed 
OSES 
DOZENVASED $2595 
with greenery ... bow 
Bring In this Ad 
ror a 20% discount 
on any other cash &.. cany. 
~ ... - .... _. 
Thursc:lay Sept. 5 
TKE Barbeque 
6:30 - 9:00 at 
TKE House 
509 Lincoln 
Across &om Old Main 
Thursday, September 5, 1996 The Dally Ustem Ne 
10 classified advertisin 
Services Offered 
WANT TO LOOK LIKE A MIL-
LION WITHOUT SPENDING IT? 
GRAND BALL COSTUMES 
RENTS FORMAL WEAR FOR 
MEN AND WOMEN AT REA-
SONABLE RATES! SEE COCK-
TAIL DRESSES,. GOWNS, AND 
TUXES AT 609 SIXTH ST., 
CHARLESTON, OPEN TUES.-
FRI. 1 Q-6, SAT. 10-3 
9/6 B.,..A_L_L_ET ___ -M_OO_EA~N--T-A_P_&-JAZZ. 
dance classes. Jacquellne 
Bennett Dance Center 345-7182 
__________ 9/5 
WILL PROOFREAD/EDIT papers 
for $1 per page. Call Jill at 581-
2379. 
__________ 9~ 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS- loee 
8-100 lbs. New metabolism break 
through. Guaranteed results. 
100% natural. $35 cost. 1-800-
666-3843. 
Help Wanted 
NEED CASH. WE BUY cd's, 
tape_s, .video games. Music 
Exc1l9nge. 234-3668 
_________ 12ro 
QIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS NEEDED in a 24 hour resi-
dential program providing ser-
vtc:es to adults and children with 
developmental disabilitii. 
Eyenlng and wetkend shi 
i'vallable. Ap!Slicafions max 
Wanted 
MALE OR FEMALE MODELS 
NEEDED FOR LIFE DRAWING 
CLASSES. $4.25/hour. Apply at 
Art Office, FAA 216. 
---------~9/3 
SPRING BREAK '97 EARN 
CASH! HIGHEST COMMIS-
SIONS. TRAVEL FREE 
ON ...... ONLY 13 SALES!!! 
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, 
FLORIDA, PADRE FREE INFO 
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1· 
800-426-7710 WWW.SUN-
SPLASHTOURS.COM 
_________ 1oro 
PART-TIME WAITRESS needed 
THE PLACE 7 miles east of 
Charleston in Ashmore Illinois. 
Call for appointment 349-8613 
------~---9/6 
USED CAR {NOT MORE THAN 
$800) Used computer monitor 
(VGA) 581-3329 before 9 a.m.-
after9 p.m. 
__________ 918 
·AWoption 
YOUNG LOVING COUPLE 
(FUtl.PTIME MOM) with security 
in Church and finances diwams of 
a baby. Let us help you in this dlf-
J~u It time. Call LeMOnte and 
~y collect (309) 862·2273. 
·~------~ 
Rocimmatea 
picked up at CCAFJ lnd'+W!fs, ROOMMATE TO SHARE 3BR. 
825 18th St., ChaJllMt•ifl..". house with & others. $175/mo. 
• 61920. E.O.E. _ ~ ~' lf074 7'h;St. 345.IJ'152 
· U 
GO 
AM PUS 
RS.., 
VA L/HIRING. f:T: P:r •. HAB 
AIDES @ M'ea1e $8.61, & .2"0. 
Raise after 90. days. Also hiring 
activity aides, programmers , 
cooks, dishwasher&, & laundry 
aides @ $5.50 to $6.76. Flexible 
hrs. Health/Life ins. + exe. ben. 
for FT positions. Apply at 738 
18th St. Chas. E.O.E. 
----------'-12/6 
BRIAN'S PLACE IS looking for 
part time D.J. experience pre-
ferred but no nee. Apply within 
Noon-6, M-F 2100 Broadway, 
Mattoon 234-4151 
_________ wa 
FotRent 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
available now for 1-3 students at 
$180 each. Call 34~-3475 
_________ 91.12 
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS 
AND MICROWAVES. 1/2 prices 
til May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle 
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
n46 
_________ -12/9 
•NTED Ul'PER·CLASSMAN 
OR G~ADUATE, female non-
~r to lhaat a 2 bedroom fu.. 
nished · apaameft\. McArthur 
Manor 345-2231. 
_________ 12ro 
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur 
Manor. 345-2231 
_________ 1219 
M&M STORAGE 2701 
CHARLESTON AVE. Mattoon, 11. 
61938 5 x 12 units. $25/mo. Call 
235-6634 
_____ __;. ____ 9/6 
LAST CHANCE~ONE APART-
MENT LEFT. Three bedrooms. 
Fully ·furnished. Hot tub, exercise 
equipment, pool aild laundry facil-
ities. $212-283 per person. 
Hurry and call. 345-5022. 
The Daily [astern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _____ .,..._ ____ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Under Classification of;...,... ____________ _ 
Expiration code<Oflice use only) __________ _ 
'~__......_ __ ConiP,olltor_~i•· k~···~:.....o.=r~ 
·~------~~Amoumckle$ _____ __ 
Cl Check Cl Credit 
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20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
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DEADLIN! 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY.WO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
consideret libelous or in bad taste. 
For Rent 
LARGE 2-BEDROOM 
FURNISHED TOWNHOUSE, dis-
hwasher, garbage disposal, trash 
included. Call 345-2363 
9/13 -LA_R_G_Ei_O_N_E_e~tiiiii5Cii-.~~-11part· 
ment lurnishect.: Olabwasher 
garbage disposat. trash included. 
Call 345-2363 
__________ 9113 
2 BEDROOM AIARTMENT with 
utility and dining rooms. Stove, 
refrigerator, wal.-ir and11Jlrbage 
furnished... $400/month. Call 
235-6672. 
--~----------~-9~ NICE CHE BEDROOM FtlR-
NISHED APT. Near Campus. For 
Spring and Sum~ Semesters. 
345-6000. 
------~-------~~13 
For Sale 
2 MALE, 1 FEMALE AKC regis-
tered Black Lab pups. First shots 
and w01TT1ed Born 6-21-96 (217)-
873-5173 or (217)-874-2714 
916 
-t9_8_2_H_O...,.N_D_A_M_O_P_E""D,-.-G,,,.-'reat 
condition. $450 OBO 581-5234. 
------~--9110 
'94 TREX 950 DEORE LX. 
Complete $350. 345-4499. 
-.--.,.._~---------915 ClAS8:~~s TOKENS Before 
you prder your class ring, stop by 
Tetcens. Precious metal rings 
st~~t$159. 
______________ 9/6 
1"6 NISSAN MAXIMA loaded 
ale isunroof 2500/0BO 346-3586 
.,. 915 
MIL~R GENUINE DRAFT 
NEON BEER SIGN WITH CAC-
TUS for aale. $150. Call 581-
6569 
---------~915 ALANfS TICKETS for Sept. 6th 
$50 0.8.0. Call Joe 581-a>73 
___________ 916 
MATCHING LOVE SEAT ANO 
CHAIR. Great shape. $100/0BO. 
345-4368. 
9/6 S~~U..,_P_..E..._R_N-IN""'T__..E __ N_D ___ O......,.,.W,.,..IT=H 4 
GAMES. $115/0BO. 345-4368 
----------'9/6 PIONEER STEREO SUPER-
BASS SYs.IEM 100 dia.c CQ 
player, dual cassette, 3~way 
speakers, 12· su.bs, graphic 
equalizer and 2 remotes. Call 
348-1901. 
919 ~M~E~N=1s~1o~s=P~E~E=D-M~O~U~N='TAIN 
BIKE. NEW RIM'S & TIRES. 
$100. MATT 345-5617. 
9/6 ~19~8"""'6~e-s~c~O~R~T~2~D~R~.~9~[~ACK 
EXCEL NEW PAINT $1600/0BO. 
345-4072 ' 
---~~------__.:9111 
Lost & Found 
LOST: BURGUNDY CHECK-
BOOK. IF FOUND PLEASE 
CONTACT CHRISTINE AT 348-
7664 
Lost & Found 
LOST.; IN KH 106 an HP48GX 
CALCULATOR. $25 Reward. Call 
348-0049. 
~------------~915 
DARK COLORED KITTEN 
FOUND NEAR 9th and Heyes. If 
you are the owner. plea·se call 
345-7481 
916 
Announcements 
WE HAVE A JOB FOR V-OUI 
WESTERN STAFFING SERVICE 
EIU OPEN HOUSE! Door prizes, 
refreshments, football game tick-
ets and drawing all day Sept. 12 
9-4 p.m. For more info call 345-
1303 
_______ ,,__,..,.,9/12 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSlll 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPQN-
SORSlll NO REPAYMENTS, 
EVER!ll $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800· 
243-2435 
' 1219 
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS 
and microwaves. 1/2 prices tll 
May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle 
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746 
1219 B~.,..,IR~T~H~D~A~Y..,..-----AND 
BACHELOR/ETTE SURPRISES 
ARE EASY WITH GAGS, 
GAME·S, AND GIFTS FROM 
GRAND BALL COSTUMES & 
MORE! 609 SIXTH, 
CHARLESTON. OPEN TUES.-
FRI., 10-6, SAT. 10-3. IF YOU 
LIKE SPENCER'S GIFTS, 
YOU'LL LOVE US! 
916 
=e-=-s-:-A-::R:..,-U.,-.,S:..,-H,--=p-=1c,_N-IC.,..-::T:-::O,-N'"'""1GHT 
AT 6:30 P.M. AT THE CAMPUS 
POND. THERE IS NO RUSH ON 
FRIDAY OR SATURDAY, SO 
COME ON OUT, 1rs THE LAST 
CHANCE TO SEE WHAT A SER-
VICE SORORITY IS ALL 
ABOUT! 
__________ _,915 
WOMEN'S SELF DEFENSE: 
Very INTENSE, very AFFORD-
ABLE. Leam kicks, blocks, take-
downs, punches used by kickbox-
ers and wrestlers. Call lim 348-
0016 
______________ 915 
SIG EP RUSH-4:30 PM at the 
house (Red brick house off of 
Greek Court) For rides or infor-
mation call Jason at 581-3218. 
---------~5 CONGRATULATIONS CARI 
CHASE OF ASA on getting lava-
liered to Matt Bailey of Lambda 
Chi Alpha. Love, Michelle and 
Kevin. 
---------~915 
LISA SHUMARD Congrats on 
pledging Alpha Phi! Can't wait for 
a great year! Love your Linker, 
Alison 
____________ 915 
HEY, SHEEP. DON'T RUSH. 
DON'T RUSH. DON'T RUSH. 
. 917 
ACROSS 
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attendants, 
slangily 
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Super Bowl 
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extravaganza 
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(exactly) 
so Architect 
Saarinen 
e1 Overact 
62 Disarray 
u Pitcher Belinda 
94--ski 
DOWN 
1 Insubstantial 
2 Problem for 
fiHings 
a Glorifies 
•Madison's 
home: Abbr~ 
s Fifth person 
•Infamous iSI~ 
name 
7 Took evidence 
from 
I White 
l"Voushowed 
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10 Frosted 
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direction 
ti Cheese choice 
13 UnitadNations 
vote 
21 ~pers.. 
22 T.helot" 
26 Small amount 
210.T. book 
29 Rock's Adam 
&.r;i~~------------~~----
Announcements 
JENNIFER CANADAY OF 
SIGMA KAPPA: Congratulations 
on getting lavaliered to Matthew 
Smith of Sigma Chi! Your sisters 
are excit~ tor you. 
-----~---9/5 
coN'GBATilLATIONS TO 
BRYAN GROSSBAUER OF 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON on lavalier-
ing Nicole Kinsler of Alpha Chi 
Omega at Miirken University. 
YOUR SECRET IS OUT! Your 
r~mies, Cezar and Missa 
__________ 915 
GINA CECCHI OF SIGMA 
KAPPA: Congratulations on get-
ting lavaliered to Freddy Kapel of 
Sigma Chi! Your sisters are 
happy for you. 
-----~----915 
CONGRATULATIONS MISSY 
WARD AND ANNE LARSON on 
a successful Rush! You did a 
great job! Thanks for your hard 
world Sig Kap love-your sisters 
~~-----~Biii 
cam 
Announcements 
TO OUR SIG KAP RHO CHI 
Sara Flamini, Janelle Pass 
Lauren Randolph, Keri Potts, 
Cornelison , Erika McDe 
Jodee Runyon, & Nicole Co 
Congratulations on a great R 
We missed you! -your sisters. 
CRAIG QUERY OF Pi f< 
ALPHA: Thanks for the candV 
Tuesday! We love our Sig 
Man! The SIG KAPS 
CINDY ECKERTY AN 
NEY REEG of SIGMA KAP 
You did a great job with Pa 
Exec. & Rushl Your siste 
missed you! 
SARA FLAMINI OF SI 
KAPPA: Congratulations on 
ting lavaliered to Brandon Ku , 
Pi Kappa Alpha Alum! Your 
ters are happy for you! 
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. is looking for acts for our annual 
To School Bash/Talent Show. Please call the Zeta house@ 7089 
morinfo. 
A.C.EJ. officers meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the Union Walkway. 
you cannot attend, call Carrie at 348-0981. 
M.T.E.A.- (Minority Teacher Education Association meeting at 6 p. 
tonight in the Kansas room. Everyone Is welcome. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA picnic at 6:30 p.m. tonight at !he 
pond. Last night to rush! If you cannot attend caH Chris at 348-17 
EIU DANCERS call backs at 7 -.m. tonight In the Dance Stu 
McAfee. Choreography pieces should be no longer than one minute 
KAPPA DELTA Pl officers meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the Li 
Enter side door of library and we will meet Jn the area to the left . 
THE AGENCY MEETING at 1 p.m. Friday, Sept. 6 in the McA 
Computer Lab, 21 A. 
SIGMA RHO EPSILON meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the IHOP 
ment. officers meeting at 5:30 p.m. 
S.O.M.A. MEETING at 7:30 p.m. tonight in 313 Coleman Hall. All 
come. 
LIFESTYL~S MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight in the Martinsville 
Anyone interested is welcome. 
DELTA PSI KAPPA organizational at 6:30 p.m. tonight In the 
Pool Lounge. Any questions call Tom Kraus at 348-1390. 
ECONOMICS CLUB meeting & elections at 3:30 p.m. today in 
Coleman Hall. Everyone is invited. 
ILLINOIS ART EDUCATION Association 1st meeting at 5:30 - 6: 
p.m. tonight in the 302 FAA A. Everyone is welcome. 
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS Student..; meeting at 6 p.m. tonight 
McKinney Hall Lobby. • 
DELTA SIGMA TitETA "Movie Night w/ the Deltas" at 7 p.m. tonight 
the Oelta House. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass at noon today at the Ch 
comer of 9th and Lincoln. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Reconciliation at 3:30 - 4:30 p. 
today at the Chapel. 
NSSLHA fall picnic at 6 p.m. tonight in Morton Park for faculty/: 
dents in CDS major. Bring a dish to share. 
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER "Appraciatlon Night for Holly". at 
p.m. tonight at the Center. Come and talk to Holly Waiters and 
thanks for all she's done for SVC. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Cllps are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY 
any non-profit camous ornanlzatlonal event. All Clips should be submitted 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEF 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should 
submitted !iS a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is dea 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEA 
WILL NOT be published. No cltps will be taken by phone. Any Clip that 
Illegible or contains conftlcting lnfonnatlon WILL NOT BE RUN. Clipa may 
edited for available space. 
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Sox rally to beat Tigers 
Baines grounded 
an RBI single to left 
on the first pitch 
from reliever Joey 
Eischen to put the 
White Sox ahead 7-
6, and Domingo 
Cedeno' s sacrifice 
fly made it 8-6. 
all. 
Cardinals take over first place 
HICAGO (AP) -
Harold Baines hit a 
es-loaded single 
to break a seventh-
hining tie 
Jfednesday night as 
the Chicago White 
Sox blew a five-run 
lead before ,rallying 
past the Detroit 
Tigers 11-6. 
Chicago, with six 
wins in the last 
seven games, stayed 
ahead in the AL 
wild card chase. The 
White Sox entered 
ednesday night 
one game ahead of 
Baltimore. 
Dave Martinez's 
single and walks to 
Frank Thomas and 
Robin Ventura load-
ed the bases in the 
teventh off reliever 
Trever Miller (0-1). 
It was Baines' 
second RBI single of 
the game. 
Frank Thomas hit 
his 30th homer in 
the eighth, a three-
run shot. 
The Tigers tied 
the game in the sev-
enth as Curtis Pride 
singled and went all 
the way to third 
when reliever Bill 
Simas threw wildly 
past first on a pick-
off. Mark Lewis 
then hit a sacrifice 
fly off Tony Castillo 
(3-3) to make it 6-
Detroit scored 
four in the sixth, the 
final run a disputed 
one. 
Lewis and Travis 
Fryman singled, 
Bobby Higginson 
had a run-producing 
roller, Melvin 
Nieves an RBI sin-
gle and Phil Nevin a 
two-run single. 
On Nevin's single 
to center, Nieves 
raced home from 
second and collided 
at the plate with 
Chicago catcher Don 
Slaught. 
Slaught, in his 
White Sox debut, 
held onto the ball 
but was forced to 
leave the game with 
a strained left thigh 
and strained left 
knee. 
Swe-ep gives 
Cards control 
of NL Central 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St. 
Louis Cardinals finished off a 
three-game sweep in the NL 
Central's most important series 
this season, beating Houston 6-4 
Wednesday night to open a 1 { -
game lead over the Astros. 
Andy Benes (16-9) pitched 
four-hit ball over seven innings 
for the Cardinals, who won all 
six home games against Houston 
and went 11-2 overall against 
the second-place Astros this sea-
son. 
Tom Pagnozzi hit two solo 
homers and John Mabry added a 
two-run homer for St. Louis, 
which won its sixth straight 
game and completed its eighth 
series sweep this year. 
WashingtQn Bullets sign Amaya 
. . l • 
LANDOVER, McL (AP) - The 
Washington Bullets signed free 
agent forward Ashraf Amaya on 
Wednesday. 
The terms of the deal weren't 
released. 
Amaya joins the Bullets after 
playing his rookie NBA season 
with the Vancouver Grizzlies. 
He led the Grizzlies with a 
.480 field goal percentage, aver-
aging 6.3 points and 5.6 rebounds 
in 54 games. 
The 6-foot-7, 249-pound for-
ward played in Greece during the 
1994-1995 season with 
Ampelokipi Afisorama and 
played in the Continental 
Basketball Association the previ-
ous year. 
He attended Southern Illinois 
University. 
"Ashraf Amaya is a big, strong 
player who can rebound and 
defend," Wes Unseld, the Bullets 
general manager said. · 
"We believe that his addition 
will add depth to our frontcourt 
and make the Bullets a better 
ballclub." 
Announcements Announcements Doonesbury Flashbacks 
SIG KAP NEW MEMBERS: You 
are all awesome! We love you! -
The Actives. 
~--------91.5 
OfBBIE CLARK OF SIGMA 
KAPPA: Congratulations on get-
ting lavaliered to Jeff Hastings of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon at the 
University of Nebraska! Your sis-
ters are excited for you! 
~---------'915 
JULIE auRKHART 
Congratulations on Alpha Gam. 
I'm so proud of you. Love, Mom 
_________ 9/5 
ATTENTION BODY BUILDERS, 
FITNESS ENTHUSIASTS, AND 
E.l.U. ATHLETES. NUTRITION-
AL SUPPLEMENTS AT THE 
BEST PRICES. MET-RX, H.M.B., 
CREATIVE-MONOHYDRATE, 
WHEY PROTEIN, FLAXSEED 
OIL ... WE WILL DELIVER TO 
YOUR DOOR! CALL 348-0819 
LEAVE MESSAGE. 
-----------'919 
TOLEN: RED YARD GLOBE 
AND STAND. SENTIMENTAL. 
PLEASE RETURN. PH 345-2912 
---------~ DIERDRE WELSH-Welcome to 
Alpha Phi! I am so excited to 
have you as my little linker! Get 
ready to have a blast this week-
end! Love, Marcy 
~-------~918 
DANIELLE HUNT OF DELTA 
I BUDDA YOU! I BUDDA YOU! I 
BUDDAYOU! 
-----~---,--·9/5 
LINDSAY KUPIEC-I'm ao happy 
to have you as my Little sis in Tri-
Sigma! Get excited! Sigma·LQve, 
Heather 
9/5 
-I _W_A_N.,...T---,,.TO,,,_B,...,E::-:-:IN,..,-::T:-:-H.,...,A=-:t PX 
SORORITY! Rolling with the 
homies! Irene you were the best 
partner! Thanks! PX Love, Novak 
----~---~915 STACEY SUTT.ER· 
Congratulations! You make' a 
beautiful ALPHA PHI! love your 
lvy Rnket, CARR1E AN'ASTOS 
. 9/5 
CONGRATULATIONS CINDY 
MOTT ON PLEDGING ALPHA 
PHI! You are an awesome little 
linker! A-Phi love and mine, 
Jenny. 
-----------'9/5 
COURTNEY STONE OF SIGMA 
SIGMA SIGMA, Congratulations 
on getting lavallered to Biii 
Buckley of Delta Sigma Phi. 
Sigma Love, Your A-Kids Jen and 
Songi 
9l'i 
THE MEN OF SIGMA Pl Invite all 
rushees to all you can eat 
Blimpies. Serving starts at 6:00 
p.m. 956 Sixth st. For rides and 
info call 345-9523. 
9/5 A __ M_Y_H_,,,E.,,.D-G""'E-c-=o,,.u".'"':G:-::H-:---::--ocoN-
OH, MKJll/, «XIK. AT THAT! 
FUTl.l<e IJf6/fNP, .WW.' 
HE/.l/1f?JX 19 PIAYIN6 
6/JITAR IUl7H H~ 
T667H!" 
MOTHER GOOSSE & GRIMM 
Three of those sweeps came 
against Houston. 
Benes worked on three days' 
rest for the second time in a 
month, moving ahead of brother 
Alan Benes to win for the 13th 
time in 14 decisions. 
He allowed an unearned run 
in the fourth and left after Brian 
Hunter 's home run to open the 
eighth. 
Benes was also successful the 
only other time he was moved 
up in the rotation, giving up two 
runs and four hits in 6 2-3 
innings of a victory over San 
Diego on Aug. 5. 
In his last three starts he's 
allowed five runs in 22 innings, 
including a victory over 
Houston on Aug. 26. 
Sean Berry's two-out RBI 
double in the eighth off T.J. 
Mathews cut the Cardinals' lead 
to 6-3 before Dennis Eckersley 
got the final four outs for his 
26th save. 
Eckersley batted for the first 
time in nearly 10 years in the 
eighth inning. 
He flew out to center field in 
his first at-bat since Sept. 27, 
1986 when he was with the 
Chicago Cubs. 
That at-bat also came at 
Busch Stadium. 
In a three-pitch span in the 
second inning, Mabry hit his 
12th home run, and first since 
July 30, and Pagnozzi homered 
off Donne Wall (9-5). The 
Cardinals added a run in the 
fifth when Wall hit Brian Jordar 
with the bases loaded. 
Pa.gnozzi hit his 13th home 
run with one out in the sixth. 
Shortstop Royce Clayton bbb-
bled Berry's two-out grounder in 
the fourth, and the Astros fol-
lowed with singles by Tony 
Eusebio and James Mouton. 
Wall gave up five runs and 
seven hits in six innings, ending 
his three-game winning streak 
since rejoining the Houston rota-
tion Aug.27. 
Cleveland blanks. Milw.a~kQI 
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Chad 
Ogea pitched a four-hitter for 
the first shutout of· his career, 
and Kenny Lofton and Jim 
Thome each homered 
Wednesday night to lead the 
Cleveland Indians to a 7-0 vic-
tory o·ver the Milwaukee 
Brewers. 
Ogea (8-5) allowed four sin-
gles, striking out four and walk-
ing one, in his first complete 
game of the season. 
Rookie Jeff D' Amico (4-6) 
allowed four runs on seven hits 
in 2 1-3 innings, his shortest 
outing in 13 starts this season. 
Albert Belle's two-run double 
in the first inning put Cleveland 
ahead 2-0. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
I'M 
HAVING 
/flYtam:; 
A80IJT 'lH/9 
AC/I?. 
BY MIKE PETERS 
ZETA-Congratulations on getting 
lavallered to Steve Sanders of the 
KEG house! Your sisters are so 
_happy for you! 
----------'9'5 
GRATU LATIONS on pledging 
Alpha Phi! I konw you'll love It as 
much as I do! Love, Reni 
--------~·9/5 Announcements Announcements Announcements Announcements 
KRISTY LOVEALL 
Congratulations on pledging 
DELTA ZETA! You're a great Iii' 
sis! Love, Keny 
_________ 9/5 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA MEM-
BERS: There will be an infonnal 
informational meeting Thursday 
at 7:00 pm. Hope to see you all 
there. Love, Brooke 
_________ 9/5 
~PHA GAMMA DELTA OFFI-
CERS: Chapter council will be 
held Thursday at 5:45 in the 
ehapter room. Bring all officer 
material. love, Brooke 
~-------~9/5 
CONGRATULATIONS- ANGEL 
BUNDY on pledging Sigma 
~pa. Love your Big Sis, Carie 
,. Ql5 
HEY TAUS! GREAT JOB at con-
vention. this summer! Chapter 
excellence, best improvement 
and Diane the queen! 
------,-,--=~--'·915 
BUSKE: YOUR SISTERS are 
' proud of you for writing the theme 
song of AST Convention. Tau 
Love! 
---,,--,-,,.-,---=-:--=----:-9/5 
DANIEELE BAILEY: Best wishes 
to you and Darin this weekend 
and in the future. Hope your wed· 
ding is wonderful! Love, Shelly C. 
--------~9~ CONGRATULATIONS DEENA 
YOUNG OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
on getting lavaliered to Al 
Davenport of Sigma Phi Epsilon! 
Your sisters are proud of you! 
. . 1>15 
JENNY REDFERN AND NICOLE 
CORDIN OF AST: Good job with 
Rush! You guys are the best! Tau 
Love! 
--------~9/5 BRYAN ADAMS OF SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON: Hey kid! Hope Rush Is 
going good! Tau Love, your mom, 
Shelly 
915 C-~O,_N,..,  ....,G,_R_A~T:-cU,.,...,_L_,A....,T~I. O~N S 
MICHELLE CLARK OF ALPHA 
SIGMA TAU on your engagement 
to Jason Borynl Your sisters are 
happy for youl 
--------~9~ RUSHEES: TONIGHT AT SIGMA 
NU all you can eat Subway with 
the biggest Snakes on campus. 
. . 9.5 
TRICIA KAUFMANN-
Congratulatis>ns on pledging 
Alpha Phi! Get excited for a great 
year. Love, your linker, Sarah 
. 9/5 
LISA GOZDECKI OF ALPHA 
SIGMA ALPHA- The men of 
Sigma Nu wish you a belated 
welcome back to school and 
thank you for the treats. We truly 
appreciate our sweetheart. 
. 915 
ALPHA PHI NEW MEMBERS-
We couldn't be more happy to 
see ail your smiling faces. We 
look forward to a wonderful year 
and getting to know you all as sis-
ters. Congratulations! Alpha Phi 
Love, the active members. 
MICHELLE SPELLMAN OF 
ALPHA PHI- CONGRATULA-
TIONS on getting lavaliered to 
DONNIE CRAWFORD OF 
SIGMA CHI! You're sister& are so 
happy for you! 
--------~915 SIGMA Pl'S- GET READY FOR 
TOGA! We are looking forward to 
an awesome night. Hope to see 
you all there! Love, the ladies of 
Alpha Phi 
-------~-9/5 
EFFINGHAM TRANSPORTA-
TION CELEBRATION AND BAL-
LOON FESTIVAL 30 HOT AIR 
BALLOONS AND CORVETTE 
FEST. 2,000 CORVETTES. ALL 
EIU STUDENTS WELCOMED. 
SEPT 14 & 15. (217) 342-4147 
__ 9(13 
ANGEL GIANGIORGI- I hope you 
feel better soon, babe. Good luck 
this weekend, I'll miss you. Love, 
Brian 
-------~...,....,,,915 VALERIE MILLER OF ALPHA 
PHI- Happy Birthday to my little 
linker. Get your toga 
ready-it's going to be a blast! 
Love, Kara 
9115 
=p~H~I ~D~E=-L~T""A--=T=H=E=T"""A--=R=usH 
TONIGHT AT ALPHA PHI AT 
6:00-PIZZA! 
Q/5 -B=ET=H-B~R-o....,c"'"K=E=n~o""F=-A~L~PHA 
PHI- Congratulations on pledging 
Alpha Phi. You are the greatest 
little linker. Get ready for a great 
semester! Love, Amy 
~~~~-..~-~--915 
Marlins bomb Cubs 
MIAMI (AP) - Kevin Brown 
won his fifth straight start to 
become Elorida's fi~t 15-game 
winner Wednesday night, leading~ 
the Florida Marlins to a 9-2 win 
over the Chicago Cubs. 
Brown (15-10) picked up 
where he left off in August, 
when he was named the NL's top 
pitcher. 
The right-hander took a two-
hit shutout into the ninth before 
giving up three hits and two runs. 
He allowed five hits in 8 1-3 
innings, struck out three and 
walked one. 
Brown struck out Todd Haney 
in the eighth for his l ,OOOth 
strikifout, and lowered the majors 
lowest ERA to 1.88, 
Jett cohii1~ Move in tour rum 
for the ~arli'ri.s, who have won 
lOof 12. 
Brown's 15th win eclipsed the 
team high for wins in a season 
set by Pat Rapp and John Burkett 
last season. 
The Marlins scored five runs 
off Kevin Foster (6-3) in the sec-
ond to take a 6-0 lead, highlight-
ed by Conine's three-run double. 
Cubs shortstop Jose 
Hernandez has committed 19 
errors this season, including four 
this week. 
"I don't know what·has hap-
pened with my defense," said 
Hernandez, who has been 
benched with Rey Sanchez 
returning from the disabled list. 
Ryne· Sandberg's next home 
run will tie him with Rogers 
Horn~by for second place (263) 
in career home runs for a second 
basenian. Joe Morgan is first 
with 266 HRs. 
Royals shutdown Jays 
6-0 win in Toronto 
~~Lar,i~, ~Y~:-g~~ skid 
TORONTO (AP) - Woody 
Williams allowed five hits in 
eight innings and Carlos 
Delgado hit a three-run home 
run Wednesday night as the 
Toronto Blue Jays ended a five-
game losing streak with a 6-0 
win over Kansas City. 
Williams (3-2) struck out a 
career-high nine, but dido 't get a 
chance to close out his first· 
major-Ieague shutout or com-
plete game. 
The right-hander, making his 
ninth career start; was· taken otll 
after throwing J24'1'l(M~~,. •11 
Keith Lockhart had two hits 
for Kansas City, which had its 
winning streak stopped at four 
games. 
Jose Rosado (5•5) allowed six 
hits and three runs in 7 1-3 
innings. 
The Blue Jays were leading 
only. l·O ·before scoring .five: 
titm!s ih1the t!ighth1• 
Joe Carter and Ed Sprague hit 
consecutive RBI singles before 
Delgado hit his 23rd homer to 
make it 6-0. 
Kansas City loaded the bases 
in the sixth, but Williams got 
Joe Vitiello to ground into an 
inning-ending doµble play. 
The Blue Jays have decided 
not to retain the services of 
Richie Hebner, their manager at 
Triple A Syracuse, or roving 
minor league catching instructor 
Bob Didier for next season .... 
Toronto's Alex Gonzalez is 
hitless in his Jastril@iiti.tn.ri. ?.id 
Kansas City closer Jeff 
Montgomery underwent arthro-
scopic surgery Wednesday to 
remove a bone spur from the tip 
of his right shoulder. 
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Hingis upsets Novotna at Open 
NEW YORK (AP) -
Living up to the name 
that has marked her 
promise and been her 
burden, Martina Hingis 
danced into the U.S. 
Open semifinals at 15 
on Wednesday with an 
all-court attack against 
Jana Novotna that hint-
ed of a different 
Martina. 
Next up is that other 
Martina's old nemesis, 
Steffi Graf. 
Hingis, named after 
Navratilova and guided 
toward a tennis career 
since birth, beat the 
No. 7 Novotna 7-6 (7-
1 ), 6-4 to become the 
youngest Open semifi-
nalist since Jennifer 
Capriati in 1991. 
Two days after 
knocking out No. 3 
Arantxa Sanchez 
Vicario, Hingis put on 
an even more spectacu-
lar show of versatile 
tennis by taking apart 
No:votna from the b~­
line and the net. 
"I've played so 
many matches, I want-
ed to make some points 
shorter," Hingis said of 
her net attack. Hingis, 
who became the 
youngest champion at 
Wimbledon when she 
won the doubles with 
Helena Sukova this 
summer, is still going 
at the Open for thre·e 
titles - singles, doubles 
and mixed doubles. 
Against the net-
charging Novotna, the 
No. 16 Hingis did 
everything, slugging 
winners from the base-
line, dropping cute, 
deft volleys, whacking 
overheads from the net 
and service line. 
All those tale'Dts 
were on display during 
two brilliant sweeps - a 
10-point surge from the 
first-set tiebreaker to 
love-40 in the second 
set's opening break, 
and an 11-point streak 
near the end of the sec-
ond set that virtually 
clinched the match. 
,"WbeJt she.needed it, 
she came up with a 
good passing shot or 
topspin lob," said to her three othed 
Novotna, adding that times, once on carpej 
she was surprised by in Paris in 1995, and 
Hingis' 33 charges to the past two years at 
the net. Hingis won 19 Wimbledon. 
of those approaches. On the eve of her 
Hingis slapped a father's trial for evad• 
backhand wide on the ing taxes on $28 mil· 
first point of the lion of her income, 
tiebreaker to fall Graf is struggling to 
behind a mini-break, keep her concentratial 
but that's all she yield- on tennis at the U.S. 
ed. Open 
She ·won the next "At the moment, it's 
seven points with win- a little difficult to focua 
ners from every angle, on the court,'' Graf 
and plenty of help from . said Wednesday after 
Novotna's errors. scattering 43 unforce4 
"It's a great honor to errors in a 7-5, 6-3 
be in the semis of a quarterfinal victory 
Grand Slam," said over unseeded Judith 
Hingis, undaunted by Wiesner. 
the prospect of playing "I don't really have 
Graf. "I beat her on the most positive atti· 
clay. It's not her sur- tude out there." 
face." Graf didn't want to 
To say clay is not discuss the trial of her 
Graf's surface is to father, personal manag-
overlook her four er and financial advi· 
French Open titles. But sor, Peter Graf, which 
perhaps Hingis was begins Thursday in 
being modest, or cau- Mannheim, Germany. 
.tious. She·.beat -Or.af in• , whe-re :he· .has· been 
three sets ·at the Italian iailedifon 13 months. 
Open this year, and lost 
Reds finish off sweep of Braves 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Tom 
Glavine endured the worst outing 
of his career and the Atlanta 
Braves lost their season-high fifth 
in a row, falling to the Cincinnati 
Reds 12-6 Wednesday night. 
Willie . Greene drove in a 
career-high five runs as the Reds 
_ ccmlpleted theidirst three-game 
~~Clf the Braves at Riverfront 
Stadium since June 26-28, 1992. 
Heading into the series, 
Atlanta had won 15 of its last 17 
against Cincinnati. 
Th~ Reds won the first game 
of the series by overcoming a 
five-run deficit, held the team 
with the best record in the majors 
to just one hit in the second 
game, and finished the sweep by 
rallying from four runs down 
against a pitcher who was nearly 
invincible in their ballpark. 
Glavit\e. (13~9)..,.c_ll\De into ~he 
game witl11let:f.?V&tteer record in 
16 starts at Riyerfront, where his 
ERA was 1.89. 
The left-hander had allowed 
only 25 earned runs in 119 
innings. 
He gave up nearly a third of 
that total in only four innings 
Wednesday night. 
The Reds battered Glavine for 
nine hits and eight runs, scoring 
five of them with two outs. 
Greene had a two-run triple that 
tied the game in the third and 
added a thre'ef,rp1rttb.tfret '6'n~~ 
Glavine was gone.mm 11~rlt b':ll!Ofilb 
It was the first time in 293 
career starts that Glavine had 
given up eight earned runs. He 
has given up seven runs in six 
other regular-season starts. 
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ets' Johnson demanding spot in starting lineup 
PSTEAD. N.Y. (AP) - A man· in a 
, Keyshawn Johnson says his time 
be an NFL starter has come. 
He says it to the media ang around his 
mates - even Wayne Chrebet, the 
umbent wide receiver whose locker is 
t to Johnson's. 
The only people he hasn't told are the 
York Jets coaches. And they haven't 
Id him when he'll be in the opening 
up, either. 
"I think I've proven myself," the top 
verall pick in the NFL draft said 
nesday. "When I touch the football, I 
things with it and that's the bottom 
"How much longer do I wait ... the 
ole season? The fifth game? It's more 
rtant for me to be on the· field when 
game is on the line. It's more impor-
t to be on the field at the right time, 
when the game is being played, not when 
ou can't do anything about it." Johnson 
· made a 50-yard catch in a 31-6 loss at 
Denver ~unday, 
But he was on the field for only nine 
first-half plays, and the game was decid-
ed in the opening 30 minutes, when the 
Broncos stormed ahead 31-0. 
Jeff Graham, a high-priced free agent 
acquisition and an established receiver, 
was 
in for all 28 first-half plays. 
Chrebet, a rookie sensation a year ago 
but hardly a game-breaking type player, 
was in for 26. 
That apparently annoyed Johnson 
more than not being on the field for the 
first snap. 
He simply wasn't out there for enough 
significant plays. 
"Do you count all the plays? Or do you 
count when the game is on the line?" 
Johnson said. · 
"I wasn't picked to sit behind any-
body. That's just the way it is. 
"I can' t do it sitting around. I was 
picked to help the team and to utilize my 
talents. Of the other 29 guys picked (in 
the first round of the draft), most of them 
are starting and here I am, barely play-
ing." Coach Rich Kotite disputes that, 
saying Johnson had the second-most 
plays at Denver, behind Graham, of all 
the receivers. 
But most of those came in the second 
half. 
Kotite insisted Wednesday that 
Johnson will get plenty of work in 
Sunday's home opener against 
Indianapolis. 
"I think he is ready to continue to take 
on an expanded role," Kotite said. 
"He will play a lot this week, will 
have an awful lot of plays. He is on the 
field more and more the longer he is 
here. 
"He thinks he can contribute. I think 
he can contribute. He is a force out there 
and we will use him. " Kotite isn't dis-
turbed that Johnson has mouthed off. 
Known as a coach who p.refers the qui-
etly efficient, non-flashy types, Kotite 
seems entertained by Johnson's outgoing 
demeanor. 
"He's a football player and everything 
we thought he was," Kotite said. 
"That is confidence; he wants to help 
the team and he thinks he can, and the 
bottom line is we kno~ he can help the 
team. 
"He doesn't tear anything down at all. 
The man wants to help us win." Chrebet 
thinks there's room for everybody, from 
Johnson to Graham to Webster Slaughter 
to another rookie, Alex Van Dyke, to 
himself. 
"I look at it that we are in a lot of 
three-receiver and four-receiv.er sets 
many time's, so it -Ooe·sn 't matter," 
Chrebet said. "Each can do our own 
things. 
zzie Smith's career may continue next season Hawks resign 
two players _ Smith figures he could play two or three more ST. LOUIS (AP) - The way Ozzie Smith is years somewhere, for someone. 
paying, this might not be his last season after '1f I chose to do that, I know I could do it," 
all. Smith said. "I think over the years I've proven 
The St. Louis Cardinals' 41-year-old short- that when I say I feel I can do something, I've 
stop announced his retirement in June,. deciding done it. So that's not a big secret." 
to step away from tHe game rather than prolong It doesn't appe-ar that Smith will get that 
daily controversy regarding his playing time chance with the Cardinals despite the fact that 
behind Royce Clayton. Sometimes he wonders he's hitting .294 with multi-hit games in eight of 
about the wisdom of the decision. his last IS starts and he's almost as good as ever 
On Monday, Smith hit a rare left-handed in the field. 
home run and tied his career high with four runs On Tuesday, he was back on the bench behind 
~red, including the game-winner, in an S-7, Clayton, who's also playing w~ll. Clayton was 
10-inning victory over Houston. Afterward, he batting .283 with 26 steals, five home runs and 
opened the possibility of sticking around. only 10 errors, and he's 15 years younger. 
"My decision is my decision," Smith said It's clear that manager Tony La Russa, who 
Tuesday. "I have a right to change my mind if I clashed with Smith on several occasions early in 
choose to do that. the season but probably deserves some credit for 
"I'm not changing my mind right now, but if keeping the future Hall of Farner, doesn't want 
diat happens, it won't be the first, and it certainly to discuss Smith's future. 
~RP~l>AtJBe1~_ hJAWfr Jha&~BJPe~ Jm~ rJ!ip>_~R·~ ~a~r >~~  resP?~- ~t·~,~isti9;• 
gooftierr miria;,, _ · • " .. J-4\ ussai saic.t:; ·N•-;:, ~ · 
'The manager of this club next year, he can 
deal with next year's problems, next year's 
issues. 
'That's not something you look at with any 
player or pitcher right now. We',ve. got enou~ to 
concentrate on." Others ha¥t ,no ooubt th.at 
Smith can still do the job. 
"Absolutely," Astros manager Terry Collins 
said. "He's .a great athlete. He's kept himself in 
great condition. 
"Sure, he's lost a. step, but he's a veteran who 
knows where to play and make up for that step." 
Teammate Willie McGee has played with 
Smith for about a decade. 
"Physically, he looks good," McGee said. 
"I'm not in his body and I'm not in his mind, but 
in a role like he's in now, if he takes care of him-
self, he can play." 
If he decides to stick with his decision to retire 
and take a undefined consultant role with the 
Cardinals, Smith said he~ll have a lot of good 
'ffiem'tnes rrom his tiireweH rout? r: , 
CHICAGO (AP) - The Chicago 
Blackhawks have re-sig!'ed 
defensemen Steve Dubinsk:Y and 
Ivan Droppa for the 1996-97 sea-
son. 
Terms of the agreements 
announced Wednesday weri not 
disclosed. 
Dubinsky, a ninth-round pick 
in the 1990 draft, played 43 
games last season and scored 5 
points. His total for the last three 
seasons is 13 points in 86 games. 
Droppa spent most of last sea-
son in Indianapolis, playing only 
seven games for the Blackhawks. 
He was a second-round pick for 
Chicago in 1990 and currently is 
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Freshman Gilbert finding role with Panthers 
High school star 
making impact 
During her last 
three years of high 
school Gilbert was the 
leading goal scorer in 
the Mid State Six. 
rough anq stressful times, Gilbert always 
stayed focussed. 
team was a go-to person, according to 
Macomber. 
"Even during the toughest times she 
always had a smile on her face and still 
had fun with the game," Macomber said. 
"If the team was looking to score, 
their initial reaction would be to pass it 
to Gilbert," Macomber said. 
By JESSIE DELIO 
Staff writer 
In her junior and 
senior year, the 
Peoria Journal Star L----
"Everi when there is a lot of tension or 
pressure Gilbert stays with the game 
plan," Ballard said. 
Both Gilbert and Ballard have noticed 
how she has fit into the team so far. 
"I still have a ways to go," Gilberti 
said. "I am getting used to being around 
the other players, and it is good to play 
with the more experienced teammates on 
the field." 
Freshman center midfielder Kelly 
Gilbert lead Richwood's High School 
team scoring 36 goals her senior year 
and is ready for the challenge Eastern 
has to offer this year. 
named her player of Kelly Gilbert 
the year. 
Along with her high school experi-
ence, Gilbert played on the Metro All 
Star team and All Tournament team for 
four years. 
And just as Gilbert was a very impor-
tant part of her high school team, she is 
becoming equally as important to the 
Panthers. · 
Gilbert played on the varsity team all 
four years of her high school career. 
Starting with 17 goals and five assists 
freshman ye,ar, prpgressing to 28 goals 
1-r sop~9m9i:e. and j,up.ior year, Gilbert 
finished off her high school career with 
109 goals and 3"6 assists. 
Gilbert was selected as the Athlete of 
the week by WHOI television during her 
junior and senior year. 
"Gilbert is an excellent player and she 
made a tremendous impact in the mid-
field for our first game," Ballard said. 
"Kelly has adjusted well and has 
picked up the style of play in the sys, 
tern," Ballard said. 
Along with her accomplishments, her 
high school coach, Wayne Macomber, 
and present coach, Steve Ballard, have 
many positive words to say about her 
performance. 
In the Spring, Richwood High School 
will see the difference on the team with 
out Gilbert. 
"I have been getting along great with 
my teammates, and they are all very easy 
to get along with," Gilbert said; 
She had an impressive four years of 
soccer, earning the All Sectional and All 
Conference team awards for four years 
and the All State team honor for three 
years. 
"I knew she was going to be a big 
time player and leader the first time I 
saw her kick a ball," Macomber said. 
"It will be a different way to play the 
game," Macomber said. "There won't be 
another Kelly Gilbert and this year the 
focus will be more on the entire team as 
opposed to one leading scorer. I hope she 
can give Eastern as much as she gave 
"She seems to be well liked among the 
othe·r players on the team and she has 
been a very positive part of the team." 
Ballard said. 
"The team is very excited for the 
upcoming games, and we are all 
enthused to play in the next game," 
Gilbert .said. 
us." 
Both coaches coincided that during Part of what she gave her high school 
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AJlnson us!Mki 181 rd . .rec~rded ttiree quarterback; Western Michigan threw at the 
The signal caller runni~g the sacks. Panthers. 
Pittsburg State offense will The other three returners on "The advantage for us is that 
either be redshirt junior J .J .. the line are sophomore Ben Pittsburg State's defense is simi-
Dalton or sophomore Zach Peterson, junior Mike Reynolds lar to Western Michigan's, and 
Siegrist. and sop~omore Chad Webb. seeing that type of defense two 
"We 'run a lot of option at our In the linebacker slots, the weeks in a row has got to be a 
level the last eight or 10 national Gorillas return one starter in positive," Spoo said. 
champions at our level have senior outside linebacker Eric · As for Broyles, he does not 
been option running teams," Hendrick. know what to expect from his 
Broyles said. "This kind of game Dion Menley is slated to fill team on Saturday. 
is an advantage for us because the other outside linebacker posi- "I don't quite know what to 
most teams don't play assign- tion. expect but I know we are capa-
ment football." Filling in the voids left by ble of scoring," Broyles said. "If 
When the Gorillas rush for at Mid-America Intercollegiate all- our defense breaks down, 
least 200 yards in a game they conference inside linebackers though, Eastern is going to put a 
-11- -p. -:ic- - i1 ._b_ r d - - ;~lot <lfftitt~~...-d.'h_ ;! ~ 
w en~r ey1eac t e- -yar ar s w1 I e f11le by senior _ L 
rushing mark. Marv Cook and sophomore Matt 1996 llUC 
But Broyles realizes that his Pinamonti. f'OOTBALL ~Xiffl 
team's defense will also have to Pittsbu~ State's secondary is TEAM 
be at their best since it will be also going through transition, as 
facing a Panther offense that it will be without the services of 
racked up 452 yards of offense All-American Safety Chris 
against Western Michigan. Brown and two-year starter 
Conf. AU 
0-0 
Defensively, the Gorillas will Jason Gorman. 
field a young unit this season Filling in one of the holes will 
"Our defense will eventually be senior cornerback Phillip 
be good as the season goes Simons, who started two games 
along," Broyles said. "We lost at this spot in 1995 while spend-
two all-conference linebackers ing part t>f the time at running 
and two all-conference defensive back. 
~ft::ks, so that is. going1 tQ blln..~ T9king Qver the· other. spot in: 
tl4t'.' the sec<>ndary will ·be fifth-year 
Pittsburg State's defensive senior Juston Ferrell. Redshirt 
line is returning three starters, freshman Mark DeGuisti will 
with senior defensive end step into the free safety slot. 
Anthony Randlee anchoring the Although Spoo realizes the 
line. Gorillas' defense is· young, the 
Randlee chalked up 80 tackles big benefit for his team is that 
in his junior season, including Pittsburg State will field the 
eight tackles for losses. He also same type of defense that 
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1-0 
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0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-1 
0-1 
Pittsburg State @ EIU 
Tennessee-Martin @ Southern Ill. 
Middle Tennessee @ Tennessee St. 
Austin Peay @ Arkansas St. 
Troy State@ Eastern Kentucky 
Tennessee Tech @ Appalachain St. 
Western Kentucky @ Murray St. 
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Monday • Friday 7:00 am • 9:00 pm 
American League 
Team W L Pct. GB 
East 
77 60 .562 New York• 
Baltimore• 
Boston• 
Toronto 
Detroit 
73 64 .527 4 
11 61 :s14 6.5 
63 77 .450 13.5 
50 90 ,357 28.5 
central 
Cleveland 82 57 .589 
Chicago ,76 65 .5'9" 8.5 
tf ~ "tJO 
Milwaukee "68 ~Q'1'-s 
KC .()9. 75 .464 17 
West 
Texas 78 61 .573 
Seattle• 71 66 .518 6.5 
Oakland• 63 70 .474 13 
California• 63 75 .457 15 
Wednesday's Games 
Chicago 11, Detroit 6 
Texas 7, Minnesota 6 
Boston @ Seattle late 
Cleveland 7, Milwaukee 0 
Oakland @ New York late 
California @ Baltimore late 
Kansas City 6, Toronto 2 
Today's games 
No Games Scheduled 
National League 
Team W L Pct. GB 
East 
Atlanta 
Montreal• 
Florida 
New York* 
Phila. 
Central 
St. Louis 
Houston 
Clllaf>. ~tntirtnatt 
Pittsburgh 
West 
LA• 
San Diego 
Colorado 
San Fran. 
84 55 .532 
76 62 .547 8 
68 72 .4.4. 17 
61 78 439 23.5 
56 83 .403 28 
75 65 .532 
74 66 .529 1 
(tl~~tf.5 
57 80 .416 16 
76 62 551 
tl 63 .550 
71 69 .511 5.5 
SM 79 ..t.z6 17 
Wednesday's games 
Florida 9, Chicago 2 
Pittsbur8h 5, Colorado 2 
Montreal 6, San Francisco 0 
Today's games 
Chicago @ Philadelphia 6:35 
Montreal @ Florida 6:05 
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
FR ATER NI TY 
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reshmen running to next level 
vino leading the 
ay for newcomers 
The women's cross country 
is not only focusing on the 
sent with Sue Langer and 
"sten Conrad, but are building 
the future with six freshmen. 
~eading the freshmen paOk 
• 1 be Joanne Trevino, an All-
tate track and cross country 
er. 
At the Alumni meet in 
ust, Trevino managed to fin-
only 15 seconds off the win-
g pace. 
"She's been running right 
ith Sue Langer and Kristen 
onrad. She's been running 
"ght with the front three," 
astern head coach John 
lnemey said. 
"You're a-lways concerned 
hen a freshman comes in and 
·xes it up with your top dog." 
So far, though, that concern 
s been unwarranted. 
ccording to Mcinerney, 
· ger and Conrad have helped 
pide Trevino along through-
HARBECK 
out the first 
couple ·weeks 
of practices. 4 
'•, ,. \ "I credit the older kids with 
helping them 
fit in," 
Mcinerney 
said. John Mcinerney 
"In just two 
or three weeks most of these 
kids feel that they fit in." 
Also expected to be an asset 
for the women are Marci Bozer 
and Heidi Fossum. 
Mcinerney said Bozer has 
been a "pleasant surprise;' while 
Fossum is capable of competing 
with the mid-group of runners. 
The biggest adjustment they 
have to make has just about as 
much to do with running as it 
doesn't. 
"They have a whole new liv-
ing environment, roommates, 
and freedom with their sched-
ule," MclnerneY. said. "Then 
you add a whole new team and 
coach." 
The whole team concept is 
something Bozer has had to 
adjust to. 
"This team is a lot closer 
(than in high school). It's differ-
ent and you have to ge_t used to 
it," Bozei said. "In high school 
you were competitive on an 
individual level but here you are 
more cornpetitive as a team." 
One of the most important 
thi~ .is for the freshmen to feel 
no pressure to step up and give 
the team a lift. 
"For now I try to encourage 
them to make adjustments to 
college living and let the seniors 
and juniors do the team lead-
ing," Mcinerney said. 
"I want the freshmen to just 
jump on the tailgat~ and take a 
ride." 
Bozer said coach Mcinerney 
is unlike other coaches she had 
in high school. 
"Coach Mac has more experi-
ence and knows where he wants 
to go with the team and what he 
wants to do," Bozer said. 
In the few weeks of practice, 
Mcinerney is impressed with 
women and what they have 
shown.him. 
"Workout sense, they have 
done a real good job, and with 
the team sense, I'm real 
pleased ," Mcinerney said. 
"They' re fitting in real well and 
starting to adjust." 
frompage[6 .................................................................... ... 
Not since the Bears taped the Super Bowl Shuffle 
l>efore the Super Bowl have I heard that kind of con-
dence - the kind .that borders on arrogance. 
to be successful. 
They will not hold every team to 256 yards and 
six points. Sooner or later someone will score a 
touchdown against them. But the fire and intensity is 
back. 
The guy even scored his first career touchdown 
tdonday night. 
And even though Dallas was WELL under 100 
ip:rcent as a team, missing stars like Michael Irvin 
.and Jay Novacek, they still had the attitude it takes 
And with Cox leading the way, it certainly looks 
like this could be the beginning of a beautiful 
defense. 
PhiUips 'in 1legal .. trouble again' 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Once 
•gain, Lawrence Phillips is in 
the news and it has nothing to 
do with carrying the football. 
The latest problem is a civil 
lawsuit brought by a former 
Sfrlfriend. Unsealed on Tuesday 
in Kansas City, it accuses the St. 
Louis Rams' rookie running 
hack of beating, threatening and 
pexually assaulting her during a 
lwo-year relationship at the 
lJni.versity of Nebraska. . 
On advice of his lawyers and 
bis agent, ·Phillips wouldn't 
comment on the lawsuit 
Wednesday as negotiations con-
TIN CUP 
KEYJN COSTNER. l!I 
tinued for a possible settlement. 
During the Rams' open locker 
room period, the rookie never 
made an appearance. 
"Since he's come to St. Louis, 
there's been a lot of things that 
have surrounded his life ... that 
he's trying to put behind him," 
said Phillips' agent, Mitch 
Frankel. 
"He's sometimes maybe con-
cerned that people are going to 
~sk him qµ~~iQ~~ f.1. 1/:~,,; he 
qoesn't really know how to han-
dle them:" 
Last week was the same story. 
When his preliminary hearing 
on a drunken driving charge fa 
California was postponed to 
Sept. 30, he angrily refused 
interview requests. 
Frankel said the real Phillips 
will surface as soon as . he puts 
his personal woes behind him. 
"I think as time goes on and 
everyone gets to know him a lit-
tle better, I thin_k you' II find him 
very engaging and very hos-
pitable," Fr;mkel said. 
"I think dnce aH these factors 
l a~e behind him1 I think you'll 
really like hini as a human 
being." 
~ io% OFF : 
ENTIRE STORE: . 
TODAY ONLY I 
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Friends 
t{:Oi! TONIGHT-FREE 5LUES 5HOW1 509 Van Buren - 345-2380 
Dawna Nelson- from Nashville, TN 
w/ special guest: 
Brian Wllkle ... from the Mighty PrankstelS 
show starts @ 9:30 pm 
- -
$2.00 PINTS OF SAM ADAMS $1.25 BOTILES LABATIIS 
EIU STUDENTS 
and 
WESTERN STAFF SERVICES 
A GREAT COMBO!!! 
When you look for full time, part time, short term or long term 
employment, WESTERN will provide you with these top-qualicy benefits ... 
•Flexible work hours •Bonus progTYim.$.. 
•Weekly paychecks •Free computer training 
•Individual medical insurance -Child care reimbunement-
•24 hour access to your local ofJice •Sentice inducement bonuses 
-Career enhancement programs •Dependent care .reimbursement 
•14 convenient locations •UnlimiJedjob opportunities 
.o lac nt •Resume preparalion 
•cermanent p elft -
Call Western today & take advantage of what the leader irt temporary 
and permanent placement has to offer YOU! 
Call us today •345-1303• or stop by •700 Lincoln Ave• 
hJtp:llwww.advanLcomlwesrem/ 
Not an ~IJC • Never a /tr -1..ocall;P Owned and l>prnzud 
UNIVERSITY BOARD 
MINI-CONCERTS PRESENTS 
DATE: SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 
TIME: 9:00 PM 
PLACE: RATHSKELLER 
COST: $1 EIU STUDENTS, $3 GEN. ADMISSION 
Fall1996 
RSO Registration Drive 
*August 19 - September 30 * 
The Office of Student Life is now accepting 
Recognized Stl.!-dent Organization forms for 
this year. Contact your advisor for your 
regi,stration form materials. Additional 
RSO forms are available in the Office of 
Student Life, Rm 316 University Union. 
.lJeadiin:e ;to"..i'leg:i.fieit organitatwns<i,s1 r 
SEPT:EMBER 30, 1996. 
FALL 
RUSH 
1996 
Th ureday 5ept. 5th at 
6:00 p.m. 
DELTfIE TA 
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Josh Harbeck 
Associate sports editor 
. Sox making 
October push, 
Bears showing life 
Two topics are crying out for 
attention. 
The Fall of the White Sox: 
As a Sox fan, it's sad to see 
what has happ~ned to the once 
"playoff locked" South Siders. 
Losing to Toronto, Milwaukee 
and (yikes) Detriot has not been 
~y to, tpkr,_pspec.ia.l]y_ whi;:n I see 
ifi~ ¢uJ>~-~~~~UP&1MrAA 
yet closer to first place than the 
Sox. 
Now, certainly the fact that 
teams in the NL Central are 
pathetic has something to do with 
the Cubs being in the race, but 
you can't deny the chance the 
Cubs have for the post-season. 
Put the Cubs in the AL Central, 
and they'd be in third place, at 
least 11 games out. 
But the American League race 
is a problem the Sox have to face. 
'trailing Cleveland by seven 
games, the Sox have to again 
fAF"~ Rll itiP. wil4 j;afQ - It r~£B 
they lead by a game over . 
Baltimore. 
Seattle and Boston are also 
within striking distance, but the 
Sox's pitching staff will prove to 
be the answer. 
Even though it's scary to see 
Jason Bere and Scott Ruffcorn on 
the playoff roster, the starting four 
and a half of Fernandez, Alvarez, 
Baldwin, Tapani and whoever 
they throw in at the fifth spot will 
lead the way into the playoffs. 
Once there, who knows? 
Hopefully, if the pitching staff 
is Jtot, a fltsi-r;ound win would put 
the Soi in a series against 
Cleveland. 
Wouldn't it be fun to knock the 
Indians into the offseason? 
Then it would be Chicago vs. 
Atlanta in the World Series. Some 
still say it will be Chicago vs. 
Cleveland. I don't think so, Tun. 
The Bear Defense: 
Could it be? Are the Monsters 
of the Midway back? 
Not $ince the days of 
Singletary and Hampton have I 
seen the kind of intensity I saw 
Monday night in the Bears' 22-6 
win over the Dallas Cowboys. 
The inspiration ... ? 
Not Dave Wannstedt, not a 
revitalized Alonzo Spellman, not 
even Democrats dancing the 
Macarena. 
Free agent Bryan Cox provided 
the spark the Bears have been 
missing for many years. 
A team leader and spokesman 
since the first day in Platteville, 
it's Cox that has a huge ring of 
media around him after games. 
"We had that quiet confidence," 
he said after the game. "I'm 
happy but not overwhelmed 
because it's not like we didn't 
expect to win. We felt we could 
play with anybody." 
See Harbeck page 15 
orts 
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Kalamazoo. the ball iniied up being recovered by the Panthers, and Eastern '.r ol!ense eventually drove down the jieW to score. This week the 
Panthers return home.to take on Division II Pittsburg State Saturday at 7p.m. 
Division 11 Gorillas boast top rushing game 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Spmts=tor 
has been tough because the option attack Is 
the most difficult thing to prepare for becau8' 
you only see it maybe once a year." 
Pittsburg State (Kansas) may be a Division 
II school, but the reputation the Gorillas 
have coming into Saturday's game hardly 
makes them an average Division 11 football 
team. 
In 1995, the Gorillas ended the year with a 
12,-1-1 mark before losing in the NCAA 
Division II championship game against North 
Alabama by a 27-7 count. 
Unlike last year, though, when Eastern 
took on NAIA powerhouse Central State at 
the end of September, the players have not 
had as much time to prepare for the game 
against the Gorillas. 
And the option is exa~tly what PittsblJl1 
State has been effective at over the years, as 
its total of 41,496 rushing yards over the last 
IO seasons is equal to 23.6 miles of rushlnf 
offense. 
The Gorillas enter the game as the second 
ranked team in Division II football, and they 
are also the winningest team in college foot-
ball in the 1990s, as they boast a 69-8-2 
mark. 
"Against Central State the players knew 
what they were going up against and they had 
time to prepare for them," head coach Bob 
Spoo said. "Trying to prepare for them 
Leading the way for the Gorillas on the 
ground is running back Justin Johnson, who 
rushed for 381 yards and a touchdown durint 
the regular season. In the post-seaso 
See PITTSBURG page 14 
Volleyball team gearing up for weekend 
By MATT WILSON 
Staff writer 
Eastern's volleyball team will 
attempt to improve on its 0-4 
start, as it will open up with 
DePaul this Friday at the 
EIU/Ramada Invitational in 
Lantz Gynasium before playing 
both Western Illinois and Wright 
State on Saturday. 
"Because of the football 
schedule we can't have the vol-
leyball tournament next year so 
our goal is to win it this year for 
the second year in a row," 
Eastern head coach ·Betty 
Ralston said. 
Ralston said that they play 
two out of the three teams in the 
tournament every year. 
"We play DePaul and Western 
Illinois every year,"· Ralston 
said. "But we have not seen 
Wright State since they beat us 
in the '93 Mid-Continent 
Conference tournament." 
~alston said 
this tourna-
ment won't 
lfaye the same 
skill level as 
the teams in 
South Florida 
last weekend, 
·but it will still Kara Harper 
be tough. 
"The teams aren't nationally 
ranked like last weekends' 
teams, but they are still good 
Division I teams," Ralston said. 
"It's one of those anybody 
can win tournaments and I hope 
the home court will give us the 
edge." 
Wright State comes into the 
invitational with a record of 0-5 
after being defeated by Arizona 
State University, the University 
of Arizona, Northern Iowa 
University, Northern Arizona 
University and the University of 
Miami at Ohio. 
The Raiders are led by sopho-
more outside hitter Joanna 
Downie who accumulated 49 
kills, six block assists and 44 
digs and a hitting percentage of 
.258 in the five matches. 
Another player to watch out 
for is sophomore middle hitter 
Carrie Monnes, who had 32 
kills, 11 block assists and 25 
digs in the Raiders' five losses. 
The Raiders have three play.: 
ers that are 6 feet and above: 6 
foot middle hitter Monnes , 6 
foot I inch middle hitter sopho-
more Kelli Fisher and. 6 foot 
senior setter Lisa Dearden. 
Western Illinois comes into 
the invitational with a record of 
1-1. They defeated University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and lost 
to Southeast Missouri State. 
Western Illinois had a very 
respectable 7-3 Mid-Continent 
Conference record last year, but 
ended up 9-20 overall. 
Western is returning several 
players from last year's team. 
Last year's team kill lead 
senior middle blocker Beta: 
Wujek, led the team with I 
kills against Wisconsi 
Milwaukee and 16 kills aga' 
Southeast Missouri State. 
Other Westerwinds to wa 
are sophomore outside hitt 
Angela·Corder, 'Yho had 13 ki 
and a .263 hitting percent 
againstMilwaukee-Wisconsil. 
Also, sophomore outside · 
ter Kandace Kessel, who 
ed 14 digs and one block as · 
against Milwaukee-Wisconsin. 
Western Illinois has fo 
seniors on the team: Wujo 
middle blocker Terri Oltm 
setter Molly Dunderman a 
outside hitter Julie Ravagnic, 
The Westerwinds also ha 
height with 6 foot middle bl 
er Oltman, 6 foot two inch 
die blocker Jennifer Dockm 
and 6 foot three inch mid 
blocker Emily Green. 
